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ABSTRACT 
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Abstract [en] 

 

For this study, I set out to examine the electoral manifestos of four European populist parties in national 

elections, in order to analyze the ideological similarities and differences between the Finns Party, the 

Sweden Democrats, the National Rally, and the League. Political manifestos represent authoritative 

statements on party policies. I aimed to compare the ideologies expressed in the manifestos and to 

allocate them on a left-neutral-right scale according to a model developed by Backlund (2013), Benoit 

and Laver (2007), and Lowe et al. (2011). The theoretical background comes from Spatial theory 

(Downs 1957, Sartori 1977, Adams 1998) and Saliency theory (Budge & Farlie 1983, Budge et al. 2001, 

Klingemann et al. 2006). I derived the research data from the Manifesto Research on Political 

Representation (MARPOR) database; the data are longitudinal, covering 48 variables from two 

elections during the period of 2011-2018. I investigated how the parties present their political goals 

through qualitative analyses, as well as an examination of the salience and frequency of issues. I 

compared the data to long-term trends from MARPOR data and from the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys. 

My findings indicate that the parties have common ideological traits such as nationalism, European 

Union (EU) opposition, and immigration negativity, but they differ in how they advocate for various 

policy matters. The Finns Party is the least moderate and openly exhibits nationalism and 

discriminatory features. The Sweden Democrats share attributes with leftist ideologies, except for the 

EU opposition and a veiled immigration negativity. The National Rally is nationalistic and privileges 

protectionism, but is more indirectly immigration and EU negative. The League shows an increasing 

preference for federalism and EU and immigration negativity during the two elections. 
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Northern-Southern populism in Europe: The political manifestos of the Finns Party, 

the Sweden Democrats, the League, and the National Rally (2011-2018)  

 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

Populism has been rising slowly in Europe for a long time. Inglehart and Norris (2017) 

estimated that the populist parties’ share in national and European Parliament (EP) elections 

was approximately 10% in the 1960s, and rose to 25% in 2015. The populist parties have 

consolidated their roles as main political actors in many countries such as France, the 

Netherlands, Austria, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Finland, Hungary, and Greece. Populism 

has been widely studied and is difficult to define, but is a form of political discourse and 

protest. According to Mair (2006), it is linked to the deterioration of the representative 

functions of traditional European parties, and the populist parties have filled this void. Mair 

pointed out the possibility of a future “partyless democracy” where parties have lost their 

representative function, giving access to populist protest parties.  

 

Stanley (2008) and Jägers and Walgrave (2007) asserted that there is a common 

populist  core ideology in populist discourse, where many populist parties agree that the 

“political and economic elite” comprise a separate entity from real citizens, and that only 

populists understand and represent the true interests of the people of their own nation-states. 

 

Populism involves ideological flexibility and can be defined as a “thin‐ideology” (Mudde 

2004). Some common denominators can be seen in the attitudes of populist party 

representatives, be they right-wing, left-wing, or centrist. Populists consider “society to be 

ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ 

versus ‘the corrupt elite,’ and [they argue] that politics should be an expression of the 

volonté générale (general will) of the people” (Mudde 2004: 543).  

 

Stanley (2008: 102) defined the common ideology of populism as “the assumption of the 

existence of two homogeneous units: the elite and the people; the postulation of an 

antagonistic relationship between these two entities; the celebration of the idea of popular 

sovereignty; the positive moral valorization of the people and denigration of the elite.” 
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1.1. Purpose of the study, research questions, and delimitations 

 

In this study, I aim to compare the ideological manifestations and communicative strategies 

of four major European populist parties during the period of 2011-2018, including two 

national elections for each party. The research data originates from the Manifesto Research 

on Political Representation (MARPOR) database, from which I have examined 48 

variables. I compared the main MARPOR data to meta data for long term trends regarding 

the four parties for the period of 1990-2020, and cross-validated them using data from two 

recent Chapel Hill Expert Surveys, which contain expert evaluations on party positions. 

 

The Finns Party (FP) and the Sweden Democrats (SD) are examples of Nordic right-wing 

populist  parties with some centrist features according to previous research (Jungar-Juspkås 

2014, Jungar 2016), and the League -Lega (LN) and National Rally -Le Rassemblement 

National (FN) are examples of the right‐wing populism of Southern Europe (Mudde 

2007,  Ivaldi  2016). I selected the parties as an object of analysis because they all represent 

successful mainstream European populist parties with both similar and different traits. 

 

The research questions are: 

 

Research Question 1: How do the four parties differ in their ideological 

manifestations with respect to the salience and frequency of policy initiatives in national 

elections (2011-2018)?  

 

Research Question 2: Is the division of the parties into centrist and right wing populist 

parties accurate based on a content analysis of the electoral manifestos (2011-2018), or can 

leftist-social democratic features be found in the data? 

 

Left-wing populism is often connected with economic ideologies (March 2007), and right-

wing populism is often characterized by authoritarianism and nationalism (Mudde 2004); 

they both criticize the political establishment and oppose the European Union. The salience 

of traditional values, economic protectionism, militarism, law and order, and anti-corruption 

differs across Europe. Southern European countries have traditionally higher corruption 

levels than Northern European countries (Transparency International, CPI Index 2020). 

High levels of corruption and a lack of transparency in a country or region can lead 

to emphasized anti-corruption and anti-elitism policies, as Polk et al. found in their study 
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on European parties using Chapel Hill Expert Survey data (2017: 1-9). I find the results of 

Mudde (2004) and Polk et al.  (2017) interesting, and I would like to test them in my data. 

 

I thus formulated the following hypotheses:  

 

Hypothesis I: In countries with high levels of corruption, populist parties tend to stress 

values such as anti-elitism, economic protectionism, militarism, law and order, and anti-

corruption.  

 

Hypothesis II: European Populist parties oppose the political establishment and the 

European Union (EU), regardless of political group. 

 

I tested these hypotheses in the data analysis. The research questions are connected to the 

abovementioned hypotheses.  

 

I obtained the data from a contemporary period regarding national elections, and the 

political issues are set in both a European and a national context. Possible limitations consist 

of country-specific contextual factors of policy content. In this study, I compare the policy 

content of the four parties temporally between elections and between parties.  

A delimitation is that I do not compare the policy content of the four parties to other parties 

in their respective countries,  or to the national debate and political campaigns of other 

political parties.  

Potential bias in the data can be corrected with statistical methods for evaluating the relative 

emphasis on policy issues, as well as by content analysis combined with electoral data from 

another database, and I will use statistical methods for this purpose. 

 

1.2 Research contributions 

 

The existing academic literature contains a research gap of multi-issue and multi-party 

comparative studies on the ideologies and policies in national elections between the 

abovementioned political parties, representing right-wing-centrist and right-wing 

populism.    

 

With this study, I wish to contribute to research on European Populist parties and how the 

four parties  have defined their electoral policies in  two recent elections. I evaluated the 
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centrist and right-wing ideologies assumed by the four populist parties. I also examined 

whether the parties have features of leftist-social democrat ideologies in their manifestos. I 

did so by investigating how the parties articulate their populist political aims from different 

political viewpoints and under different societal conditions and across time. 

 

1.3 Previous research and theories on populism 

 

Current research and theories on populism is presented here. The studies contribute to the 

knowledge on how political expressions differ from or resemble traditional parties.    

 

According to Jägers and Walgrave (2007: 3), populism has three common traits; it “(1) 

refers to the people and justifies its action by appealing to and identifying with the people; 

(2) it is rooted in anti-elite feelings; and (3) it considers the people as a 

monolithic group without internal differences, except for some very specific categories that 

are subject to exclusions.”  Jägers and Walgrave (2007) studied how populist parties 

articulate their political views in the media and in manifestos, and showed that left-wing 

and right-wing populist parties share populist, anti-elitist rhetoric. 

 

Populists are often nationalists and tend to have a negative attitude towards the EU. There 

are varying standpoints among populists due to minor changes in ideological positions, 

depending on what is deemed most suitable at any given moment, and in comparison to the 

non‐populist ideological traditions from which the parties originate. Especially with regard 

to the EU, immigration, and global economic conflicts, the populists often claim they are 

the true representatives of the people against the “political elite” (Mudde 2004). 

 

Halikiopoulou et al. (2013) examined the relationship between nationalism and liberal 

values, as well as the rhetoric of radical right-wing European parties, and found that parties 

that use nationalistic symbolism and myths in their political rhetoric efficiently tend to be 

electorally successful. They demonstrated that the parties’ electoral success is linked to their 

ability to adopt civic narratives and the appropriation of liberal values in order to conform 

(at least on the surface) to mainstream democratic values of tolerance, cultural diversity, 

and equality. Halikiopoulou et al. conducted the comparative study regarding the Swiss 

People’s Party, the Dutch Pym Fortuyn List and Party for Freedom, the British National 

Party, and the National Democratic Party of Germany. 
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In many countries, citizens have expressed malcontent regarding political corruption  and  

disapproval of government performance. A lack of representation in traditional parties have 

led to decreased legitimacy, as Dahlberg et al. (2013: 21) has discovered. Nationalist parties 

have challenged the internationalist model and moved from the margins of politics to the 

center, and have become an opposing force to traditional parties. The classic distinction 

between left and right has become blurred in recent decades along with the rise of populist 

parties, and political discourse is circulating more around economic and social-cultural 

themes. The financial and economic crises have shifted the political agenda, changing the 

electorate’s preferences and directing right-wing populist parties towards mainstream 

politics. It is convenient for right-wing populist parties to de-emphasize socio-cultural 

issues and concentrate on socio-economic ones instead, and to compromise with 

traditional parties (Akkerman et al. 2016: 1-23). 

 

Populist parties are typically lead by a charismatic leader who does not belong to the 

establishment of the political parties, but is rather a challenger. Right-wing populism 

consists of parties that reject individual and social equality and include authoritarian, 

nativist, and populist elements in their politics (Mudde 2007: 19). Right-wing populist 

parties often combine socio-culturally authoritarian positions with neo-liberal ideas on 

socio-economic issues. Left-wing populism stresses socio-economic issues (March 2007: 

74). Left-wing populists often claim that the political elite only look out for the interests of 

the business elite and neglect the interests of the common working people. Nordic populist 

parties tend to support the Nordic welfare system (Jaeger 2012). Nevertheless, the parties 

have a nationalist angle in their support of the welfare state; it is intended for the native 

population. The same tendencies can be seen in the discourse of the National Rally and the 

League regarding social benefits, although the countries of these parties have a less 

generous welfare system.  

 

In the article Populism and Social Media: How Politicians Spread a Fragmented Ideology 

Ernst et al. (2016), examine the political ideologies of  four European populist parties 

through political texts published on social media accounts, and  compared them to the 

similar accounts of the social democrat and conservative parties.  

 

In Measuring Populism: Comparing Two Methods of Content Analysis, Rooduijn et al. 

(2011) contrast the parliamentary actions of both populist and traditional parties in the UK, 

the Netherlands, Germany, and Italy, with a classical content analysis using a codebook, 
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and a content analysis to establish the degree of populism. They found that both methods 

can be used to measure populism across time and countries. 

 

“Euromanifestos” and EP elections have been analyzed in comparative party policy studies. 

The EP elections have a shared political context and point of time; this makes 

them advantageous for comparative studies, and avoids comparisons across time that could 

be affected by changes in the political discourse and political climate. Popa and Dumitrescu 

(2015), analyze in their study titled National but European? Visual Manifestations of 

Europe in National Parties’ Euromanifestos since 1979, Euromanifestos as party 

statements and focused on the European symbols present on the parties’ European election 

manifestos. Popa and Dumitrescu coded the elements on Euromanifestos using country and 

party-level data. Their dataset contains 921 manifestos, consisting of 314 parties that 

participated across the 27 EU member states in the (EP) elections from 1979 to 2014. They 

indicated that parties use visual signals to send strategic messages, which suggests 

that politicians make a conscious choice to display EU community symbols. EU positive 

parties display European symbols frequently.  

 

Jan Rovny’s study (2013): Where do radical right parties stand? Position blurring in 

multidimensional competition, examines how right-wing populist parties engage in political 

competition with traditional parties by deliberately being vague and blurring their political 

positions on various arguments in order to attract broad support. Their strategy is to 

manipulate and blur the conventional dimensions of politics and to score political points. 

The strategy has been very successful. Rovny combined quantitative analyses of electoral 

manifestos, expert judgments of political parties, and voter preferences by studying 17 

radical right-wing parties in nine European states.   

 

The literature review shows that existing research on populism often focuses on rhetoric and 

policy issues (i.e., Akkerman 2016, Mudde 2004), a political party or country (Jägers & 

Walgrave 2007), and some multi-issue and multi-party matters (i.e. Brubaker 2017, 

Halikiopoulou et al. 2013, Rovny 2013).   

 

A multi-issue and multi-party comparative study on national elections only regarding the 

four European centrist and right-wing populist parties has not been conducted. My study 

offers a new perspective and contribution to comparative studies on populist parties. 
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1.4. Outline 

 

The thesis consists of eight chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to the subject, 

the purpose of the thesis, research questions and delimitations as well as research 

contribution and a review on previous research and theories on populism. Chapter two gives 

an account of theoretical background of the study in Spatial theory and Saliency theory. The 

third chapter outlines the method and data, study design and operationalization used in the 

study. Moreover, various statistical methods are compared and qualitative content analysis 

and databases are presented, with the selected database The Manifesto Project. The fourth 

chapter describes and compares the four populist parties in Sweden, Finland, Italy and 

France. The fifth chapter is regarding the policy content of the manifestos in the two 

elections and common ideological themes. Chapter six gives an account of the  

empirical findings: political domains and issue diversification and issue salience, scaling 

and regression analyses. Chapter 7 contains a review and empirical reflection and a data 

comparison and cross-validation. Chapter eight presents the conclusions of the study. 

 

2. Theoretical Background  

 

Populist left and right parties have some common issues: they are nationalist and 

“Eurosceptic” (Halikiopoulou et al. 2012, 2013), as well as radical and populist (Mudde 

2004). Meguid (2005) defined these nationalist and radical parties as niche parties in her 

study on green and radical right-wing parties, since they compete on a few issues with 

traditional politics, and their political agenda can fall outside the traditional left-right 

political division. 

 

Populist parties adopt and modify political issues from the mainstream party families they 

originated from and are associated with. They share some traditions and legacies associated 

with their mainstream counterparts. Immigration negativity, national security, and 

authoritarianism are characteristic of the populist right, and issues related to social and 

economic equality have been adopted by the populist left (Mudde 2004, March 2007). 

Radical right-wing populist parties are furthermore often not willing to compromise on 

positions that are crucial to their ideology: European integration, immigration and 

integration, and law and order. “Their radicalism is relative, in the sense that they take 

positions that are more outspoken than their mainstream competitors. These parties are 

therefore situated at the far end of the political spectrum” (Akkerman et al. 2016: 7-8). 
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Populist parties are changing party systems, which may lead to political polarization due to 

their rising electoral affluence. In the study on green and radical right-wing parties, Meguid 

(2005) found that the parties are influenced by traditional mainstream parties in competition 

over policy issues of ownership (i.e., Euroscepticism, immigration, nationalism, anti-

corruption, and equality  policies). 

 

2.1 Spatial theory  

 

Theories on party strategy and party competition have traditionally focused on how parties 

can rationally affect election outcomes by engaging voters with their political programs. 

According to the spatial model developed by Downs (1957), parties are aligned on an 

ideological left-right continuum and assume different policy positions.  “Actually, the 

policy position and stability of the government in a democracy are relatively independent 

of the number of parties; they follow primarily from the nature of the distribution of voters 

along the left-right scale” (Downs 1957: 145). 

 

This version of spatial theory, called Downs’ proximity theory, presupposes that voters are 

rational and support a party closest to their values. In the spatial and proximity models, 

voters are assumed to minimize policy distances. At the same time, they have imperfect 

knowledge of other political actors’ choices and resources (1957: 140). 

 

The model was originally developed to study two-party regimes. The movement on policy 

dimensions is reflected in election outcomes. According to Downs’ theory, a two-party 

system would converge towards the center, and a multi-party system would be spread along 

the left-right continuum. According to the median voter theorem, politicians on the ends of 

the political spectrum tend to gravitate towards the center in order to appeal to as many 

potential voters as possible. Parties aspire to be consistent ideologically and to mobilize  

their party members and supporters around a common ideological platform. Parties aim at 

policy choices that are aligned with the median voter’s preferences. 
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Figure 1. Median voter theorem (Downs 1957) 

“Whether a political system has two or more parties depends on the distribution of voters 

along the scale and on the electoral rules governing the system. To demonstrate this dual 

dependence, I use the concept of ‘political equilibrium.’ A state of political equilibrium 

exists when no new parties can successfully be formed and when no existing party is 

motivated to move away from its present position” (Downs 1957: 145). 

Political competition involves position-taking on political issues; this alters the dimensional 

structure of politics. Political parties compete and make calculated choices on, and 

emphasize, both new and secondary issues in the party system in order to broaden their 

electoral support. Political parties adopt policy positions that minimize the distance between 

them and the electorate.    

Sartori (1976: 292) developed the spatial model further, maintaining that parties’ 

ideological strategy can consist of either centripetal convergence towards other parties by 

moderating political competition, or strategic centrifugal divergence, which involves 

accentuating political conflict.  

 

Sartori also specified that some policy issues have to be controversial. If parties were to 

have the same position on an issue, voters would not be able to differentiate between them. 

Sartori (1976: 125-127) portrayed the dimensions of parties as the ideological fragmentation 

of a multi-party system and ideological polarization. He formulated a six-party system: one-

party, hegemonic, predominant, two-party, moderate pluralism, and polarized pluralism. 
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Adams (1998: 5-31, 1999: 103-122) developed spatial theory further to include parties on a 

unidimensional policy issue continuum. Peripheral parties on the right and the left of the 

left-right continuum attract support from center-based voters. The parties respond 

sequentially to the optimal positions on the scale. The ordinal configuration of parties is L-

CL-C.  L is the left party, CL is in the center, and C is the right party. Parties’ identifiers are 

at separate intervals on the policy issue dimension.  

 

Figure 2. The left-right continuum. The ordinal configuration of parties, L-CL-C, and the 

respective spectrum extremes (flame.org) 

 

 

The limitation of spatial theory is that it does not address the salience of issues and the 

connection to party strategy. I followed the principles of the ideological left-right continuum 

and policy dimensions when assessing and categorizing policy issues in my study, and 

combined it with saliency theory, which I describe in the following chapter.  

 

2.2. Saliency theory 

 

 

Saliency theory (i.e., Budge 1982, Budge & Farlie 1983b, Budge et al. 2001, Klingemann 

et al. 2006) is another important theory on party competition, and is the theoretical 

framework for the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP), from which the data for this study 

originate, and it therefore matches the goal of my study. Parties differentiate from each other 

by emphasizing policies for which they have the best knowledge and reputation.  

 

The basic theoretical assumption for saliency theory is that parties promote political issues 

that are of importance, salience to them, and that parties compete with each other for 

electoral advantages (Gemenis & Dinas 2010).  
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It is common to use election manifestos for salience analyses since they represent parties’ 

official policies. The manifesto analyses build on the premise that data on parties’ positions 

are comparable cross time and countries. Budge and Farlie (1983b) claimed that manifestos 

are mostly focused on issues that are advantageous for the party and those issues are made 

salient. Parties compete for the electorate and do not often refer to other parties (Budge & 

Farlie 1983b: 274). This observation is in contrast with the interpretation of party 

competition on issues of the spatial model.  According to this view, politicians seem to have 

a selective emphasis on favorable issues, neglect secondary issues, and do not compete 

openly with other parties. According to saliency theory,  parties take similar positions on 

each issue in party competition and express policy differences between parties by altering 

emphasis on issues (Budge 2001et al: 82). The concept of “issue ownership” means that 

some parties are seen as competent in specific policy areas (Budge 1982: 149). Issues 

become salient through exogenous factors and events in society.  

 

Politics is a competition about the salience of political issues on the agenda. Parties structure 

and mobilize new political issues from one election to another (Riker 1982: 237). Parties 

accentuate neutral policy issues to gain interest and attention from the electorate, but this 

can also have a negative effect if the electorate does not follow the issue. An issue becomes 

part of the political discourse when a party gives it political expression (De Vries & Hobolt 

2012). Political parties alter political issues to dimensions where they have a competitive 

advantage and seek to shift political focus to match their strengths (Rovny 2013). 

 

Parties respond to voter preferences, but they also influence voting behavior through their 

political campaigns. Parties increase the issue salience of advantageous policies for the 

party, and downplay or disregard issues that do not benefit them, thus changing the structure 

of political competition. The spatial distances on the left-right scale are connected by issue 

salience scales (Riker 1982: 173-174, 237).  

Bergman and Flatt (2020) argued that there is a link between issue diversification and 

electoral success in their article Issue Diversification: Which niche parties can succeed 

electorally by broadening their agenda? They claimed that nationalist parties can improve 

their electoral results through issue competition with mainstream parties and by expanding 

issue diversification.  
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In Chapter 3.2, I present methods for calculating saliency and relative saliency. I used the 

saliency theory of parties’ competition on salience issues for voter preferences in my study.  

 

 

3. Method and data  

 

In this chapter, I compare common methodological approaches to estimating policy 

positions, in order to select the appropriate methodological approaches for the study.  

 

Political parties’ positions are estimated on various policy scales.  This involves estimates 

of policy distances between parties, and valid and reliable time-series position 

estimates  (Druckman, Martin, & Thies 2005). 

 

3.1. Study design and operationalization 

 

The present study is a content analysis of political statements in election manifestos. In 

order to increase the variance of the data, I chose four European populist parties. I aim to 

compare the ideological profiles of right-wing populist parties, and to examine whether and 

how they differ, and to identify patterns of political agendas in these populist parties. 

 

I will analyze programmatic announcements, expressed in the form of political 

manifestos,   and scrutinize the quality of the programmatic representations, positioned on 

left-center-right axes regarding current political themes.   

 

I use the coding scheme of the CMP database to analyze programmatic announcements. I 

operationalized the codes relative to the CMP database into a scale on a left-right dimension 

using the categorizations. 

It would have been an option to add the GAL-TAN scale (Green-Alternative-Libertarian vs 

Traditional-Authoritarian-Nationalist) to the analysis, see Hooghe, Marks & Wilson (2002),   

but I decided not to use it since it has not been largely adopted by political scientists. The 

scale has been criticized for not being very reliable,  and  that the connection between  the 

factors  in the scale  is weak. (Wheatley, J. and Mendez, F., 2021)  

 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Jonathan%20Wheatley%20&eventCode=SE-AU
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Parties reveal their positions indirectly through a variety of activities. They publish 

manifestos prior to elections in which they state political goals, they give political 

statements and speeches, and elected party members implement party politics at numerous 

levels of representation.  Examining a political debate or announcement, implies making a 

judgement of the political content, and where one would position the statement on a political 

scale (Benoit & Laver 2006b: 12-20). 

 

The ideological themes are chosen in line with ideological topics exemplified by Ackerman 

et al. (2016); they also represent other ideological issues that populist parties often propose: 

internationalism, EU/communitarianism and peace, federalism, immigration, refugees and 

immigration, human rights, constitutionalism and democracy, government and 

administrative efficiency, nationalism, and militarism.  I research the themes in the election 

manifestos regarding two recent elections for each party between the years 2011 and 2018.  

 

For each of the four political parties, I have screened and selected 48 variables in 

the manifestos between the election years 2011 and 2018 as units of analysis. The study 

design involves a comparison over time within and between the countries. For the data 

analysis, I have selected all texts identified as cases for the abovementioned concepts. I have 

conducted a text analysis and codification of the material into various categories, 

and classified the diverse policy expressions on a right-left scale. The unit of analysis is a 

thematic paragraph of text such that the keywords are not taken out of context.  

 

The manifestos come from a contemporary period regarding national elections, and I treat 

the political issues in a European context. Possible limitations of the study can consist of 

country-specific contextual factors of policy content. The potential bias in the data can be 

corrected with statistical methods and content analysis. I will qualitatively analyze the data 

from the Manifesto Project database in combination with computational text analysis 

methods, and cross-validate them with long-term data from the MARPOR database and 

from the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys. The statistical methods are presented below.  

 

3.2. Statistical methods  

 

Computational methods can be used as an aid for content analysis. They are helpful for 

text mining, topic modeling, and cluster extraction since they can identify relevant 

topics and compare topic frequency in political discourse. Statistical models may shed light 
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on  existing qualitative methodologies by estimating party positions over time by using 

word frequencies, but they need  to be  compared  and  validated through  qualitative content 

analysis  and expert surveys. There are a number of alternative approaches.  

 

Backlund (2013) examined methodological approaches to estimating policy positions. He 

evaluated expert surveys and undertook manual content analysis, dictionary-based content 

analysis, and utilized Wordfish. These techniques show a high degree of correlation along 

economic and socio-cultural policy dimensions, but qualitative methods lead to better 

performance. The quantitative methods exhibit problems with the context-dependence of 

words, linguistic volatility, and a lack of salient data. According to Backlund, the 

qualitative approaches are more suitable than quantitative techniques in the analysis. 

 

The CMP supplies the most comprehensive comparable qualitative and quantitative data in 

combination with an analysis of salience, frequency, and relative positions. 

 

Lowe et al. (2011: 128-131) indicated several saliency and scaling methods in their article 

Scaling policy preferences from coded political texts. They developed a logit scale of 

position, since it is important, apart from calculating the quantity of sentences allocated  on 

the right-left scale (R+L),  to consider  their relative balance, or R/L. The inferring positions 

are important, and the proportional changes on an asymmetrical left-right scale can be 

considered.  

 

A party’s position according to saliency theory θ(S) can be defined as: 

Ø (ˢ) = R-L. 

           N 

 

The saliency is measured as the difference in the count of left and right sentences normalized 

with the total number of sentences. 

 

The empirical logit scale is based on log odd-ratios and counts for proportional or relative 

emphasis on various topics: 

θ (L)=log R +.5 

                L+.5     =log (R+.05)−log  (L.+05) 
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I evaluate  the  saliency of the parties’ positions, and  the  relative  emphasis of the 

positions  on a R-L scale, by using the  empirical logit scale  in relation to the data. 

 

I will also perform statistical regression analyses to evaluate the correlation of issue 

saliency in the elections, and compare the linear regression of each party. The full results 

are in Appendix 2. The results are presented in chapter 6.1. 

 

 

3.3. Qualitative content analysis  

 

I will perform a qualitative content analysis by experts working with research data, which 

involves text analysis and coding the data. The analysis can involve examining the 

programmatic positions, the relationships between parties and voters, the role of parties’ in 

parliament, and the translation of party programs into policy (Backlund, 2013: 16). 

 

Expert surveys measure party positions with judgments of country specialists. The Chapel 

Hill Expert Surveys measure party positions on European integration, ideology and policy 

issues for European political parties on European integration, EU policies, as well as general 

left/right, economic left/right, and social left/right positions. In 2018, an EU reduced survey 

was carried out regarding party positions in 2017 (https://www.chesdata.eu/). 

 

The expert surveys allow for the investigation of continuity and change in party positions 

in a systematic way. The surveys integrate large quantities of information (i.e., manifestos, 

speeches, voting patterns, and media). Expert surveys are expensive and time-consuming, 

and the assessments are often unique. The weaknesses, biases, and errors  involved in 

particular expert surveys mean that experts  may  disagree on how they understand  policy 

positions,  and  interpret and use scales differently (Benoit & Laver 2006b:  90-91).  

 

Expert surveys do not have the advantage of long-term databases, providing estimates on 

political parties’ positions from a longitudinal perspective.  

 

However, I will use data from the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys to cross-validate my own 

data. Cross-validation of party position estimates is useful and relies on the assumption that 

various data sources can have an inherent measurement error, and that systematic biases do 
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not overlap to a great extent (Marks et al. 2007: 23). The most 

important longitudinal database is the CMP, described below. 

 

 

3.3.1. Longitudinal databases: The Manifesto Project  

 

The Manifesto Research on Political Representation (the MARPOR database) is 

a longitudinal database of parties’ election manifestos. The objective of the MARPOR 

Project is to analyze the political positions and relations between parties and voters, the 

programmatic announcements of parties, the parliamentary role of parties, and translation 

of party programs into policies. The manifestos have been subjected   to comparative 

content analysis and coding, covering over 50 different countries  and 1,000 parties from 

1945  to the present. MARPOR has a pre-defined categorical coding scheme, which 

is applied to texts by expert coders. The project’s dataset is updated biannually. The 

dataset provides access to manifesto texts and content-analytical data.  

 

The various datasets available include party voter datasets, parties’ immigration and 

integration positions datasets, a Euromanifesto mapping scheme, election level datasets, 

and uncertainty estimates. The Manifesto Project is supported by the German Science 

Foundation (DFG) as MARPOR. MARPOR continues the work of the Manifesto Research 

Group (MRG 1979-1989) and the CMP (1989-2009). The project was granted the American 

Political Science Association’s (APSA) award for the best dataset in comparative politics 

in 2003. 

 

3.4. Policy dimensions of election manifestos  

 

Manifestos are examined and assigned to policy categories on a right-neutral-left axis.  I 

use the method developed by Lowe et al. (2011), described in Chapter 3.2, to examine the 

salience and scale the data.   

 

I use the Manifesto Project Dataset Codebook, Version 2020b, to categorize the 

programmatic announcements and to code the election programs.  

The Manifesto Codebook consists of 56 main categories regarding the political domains:  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1354068821990298
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Domain 1: External relations, Domain 2: Freedom and Democracy, Domain 3:  Political 

system, Domain 4: Economy, Domain 5: Welfare and Quality of Life, Domain 6:  Fabric of 

Society, Domain 7: Social Groups. In addition to this, there are 85 subcategories.   

 

The Manifesto Project Codebook has limitations in its categorizations, and several   codes 

do not have a right-left pairing, but it is still the most used methodology for assessing issue 

saliency (Dolezal et al. 2014: 57).  I will try to create   a scale   for as many codes as 

possible by developing earlier codifications.  There is no direct code for ethnocentric or 

minority hostile expressions, other than National way of life, immigration negative, 601.2; 

multiculturalism negative, 608; multiculturalism immigration assimilation 608_2; and 

multiculturalism, indigenous rights negative, 608_3.   

 

I have constructed a scale to estimate and operationalize political positions on various policy 

dimensions. I divided the manifestos into categories on the political left-center-right scale 

in Table 1. However, regarding liberal, authoritarian, and conservative values, as well as 

national and international political orientations, I used the divisions of Backlund (2013), 

Benoit and Laver (2007), and Lowe et al. (2011) as references for categorizations. 

 

Table 1.   Left-center-right wing politics and ideological orientations  

 

LEFT-WING  POLITICS      
Regulation of capitalism, 

economic planning positive, 

protectionism positive, 

nationalization, socialist ideas, 

social justice, incentives, 

protectionism, expansion 

of social services positive, 

labor rights  

CENTRIST POLITICS 
Acceptance or support of a balance 

of the degree of social 

equality  and the degree of 

social   hierarchy, opposing 

political changes that shift  society 

strongly towards either the left or 

the right, marked-based solutions 

to social problems, government 

control  

 RIGHT-WING POLITICS  
Decentralization positive, 

enterprise incentives, protectionism 

negative, economic protectionism 

negative, economic orthodoxy and 

efficiency, labor groups negative, 

middle class and professional 

groups 

positive                                            

                                           

 

Below, in Table 2, I have operationalized the  codes  relative  to the CMP database into a 

scale  on a left -right  dimension (Downs 1957) using the categorizations proposed 

by  Backlund (2013), Benoit and Laver (2007), and Lowe et al. (2011) as  a background. 

Parts of the codes can have dual interpretation, depending on the context. There are also several 

codes that do not have an opposite or that are neutral. The interpretation depends on the context.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egalitarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egalitarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_hierarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_hierarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-wing_politics
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Table 2. Left-center-right policy dimensions of the CMP.  

Scaled dimensions and corresponding variables of the dataset 

 
Policy dimension  “Neutral” position “Left” position “Right” position      
Foreign alliances  

 
101 Foreign special relationships: 
positive  

102: Foreign special relation- 
ships: negative 

Militarism 
 

105 Military: negative  104 Military: positive 
6013 National security 

Internationalism  
 

107 Internationalism: positive  109 Internationalism: negative 
 305 Political authority: positive 

EU  
 

108 European union: 
 Positive 

110 European Union: 
 negative 

Constitutionalism  
 

204 Constitutionalism: 
 negative 

203 Constitutionalism: positive 

Decentralization    301 Decentralization: positive  302 Centralization: positive  
Protectionism  

 
406 Protectionism: positive  407 Protectionism: negative  

Keynesian policy  
 

409 Keynesian demand  
management: positive  
414 Economic orthodoxy: positive  

 

Nationalism  
 

602 National way of life: negative  601 National way of life: 
 positive  

Federalism 
  

301 Federalism 
Traditional  
morality  

 
604 Traditional morality:  
negative 

603 Traditional morality: positive 

Multiculturalism  
 

607 Multiculturalism: positive 
6072 Multiculturalism pro Roma: 
positive 608_3 

Multiculturalism: indigenous  

rights: negative 7062 Refugees: positive 

608 Multiculturalism: 
Negative608_1, 

Multiculturalism: negative  

general,  

6081 Multiculturalism pro Roma neg. 

Immigration 
 

608_2 multiculturalism: immigrant 

assimilation 
 601_2 national way of life: 

immigration: negative 
Labor policy  

 
701 Labor groups: positive  702 Labor groups: negative 

Welfare state 
 

504 Welfare state expansion:  
positive  

505 Welfare state  
limitation: positive 

Education 

spending  

 
506 Educational 

provision expansion: positive  
507 Education expenditure  
limitation: positive 

Market economy 
 

403 Market regulation: positive 401 Free enterprise: positive 
Economic 

planning 

 
404 Economic planning: positive 402 Incentives: positive 

Controlled  
economy 

 
412 Controlled economy 414 Economic orthodoxy: 

positive 
Imperialism 103 Anti 

-imperialism 
105 Military negative  104 Military: positive 

Peace 106 Peace positive 106 Peace positive 201 Freedom and 
 human rights positive 

Nationalization 
 

413 Nationalization: positive 
 

Welfare state 
 

504 Welfare state expansion 505 Welfare state limitation 
Freedom/human 
 rights 

201 Freedom and  
human rights 

positive 

  

Democracy  202 Democracy: 
positive 

202 Democracy: 
positive 

305 Political authority:  
positive 
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Efficiency 303 Government  
efficiency: positive 

  

Corruption 
 

304 Political  
corruption:  

negative 

304 Political  
corruption: negative 

305 Political authority: positive 

Political authority 
  

305 Political  authority: positive 
Economic goals 408 Economic 

goals 

  

Corporatism 
  

405 Corporatism: positive 
Technology and  
infrastructure 

411 Technology 

and infrastructure: 

positive 

  

Cultural policy 502 Cultural policy: 

 positive 

  

Social justice 
 

503:Equality: positive 
 

Law and order 605 Law and order: 

positive 

 
605 Law and order: positive 

Social harmony 606 Social harmony: positive 
 

603 Traditional morality 
Agricultural 

policy 
703: Farmers positive 

  

Middle class 

policy 
704 Middle class  
policy: positive 

  

Affirmative 

action 

 
705 underprivileged minority 
groups positive 

 

 

 

4. The populist parties in Sweden, Finland, Italy, and France 

 

In this chapter, I make a qualitative assessment of the four populist parties that are focus of 

the study, and give an ideological and historical overview of the parties.  

 

 

4.1 The Sweden Democrats (SD) 

 

The SD is a conservative, populist political party. Jimmie Åkesson has been the party 

leader since 2005. (https://sd.se/) 

The party has been characterized as right-wing populist or far-right, national-conservative, 

and anti-immigration depending on various policy statements and dimensions. The party 

is described by its members as socially conservative with a nationalist foundation, with 

centrist traits in terms of political ideological positioning. The party defines “Swedishness” 

not as a race or ethnicity, but as culture (Hellström & Nilsson 2010). The party has its 

origins in Swedish neo-fascism and was a white nationalist movement through the early-

1990s, when it first began distancing itself from its past.  The founding members were part 

of extreme-right and neo-Nazi movements such as the “White Arian Resistance” (Vitt Ariskt 

https://sd.se/
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Motstånd) and “Keep Sweden Swedish” (Bevara Sverige Svenskt) (Jungar & Jupskås 

2014). Lately SD has polished its image by rejecting extremists and adopting moderate 

policies.  

 

Currently, the SD deny and reject both fascism and Nazism. According to a report by Jylhä 

et al. (2018), SD voters mostly come from a working class background, but also include 

entrepreneurs, pensioners, and students. The voters have lower educational degrees than 

people who vote for Moderates or the Social Democrats; 37% have some university 

education as compared to 50% of Moderate voters and 44% of Social Democrat voters.  

 

The rise of the SD in Swedish politics began in 1998 in local municipalities. In 2006 it 

expanded its representation to half of the country’s municipalities (Hellström, 2016). SD 

won 5.7% of parliamentary representation in the 2010 general elections. In the 

2014 elections, the SD managed to win 12.9% (https://www.scb.se). The party’s popularity 

has increased constantly in a similar way to other anti-immigration movements in Europe.   

 

In the 2018 general elections, the party won 17.5% and obtained 62 seats in parliament, 

becoming the third largest party in Sweden. However, the SD has remained isolated in the 

parliament as the other parties refuse to cooperate with them. In 2019, the Christian 

Democratic Party decided to start collaborating with the SD. The SD is a member of the 

European Conservatives and Reformists group in the EP. The party is against the EU, and 

supported a Swedish exit from the EU. (https://www.scb.se) 

 

4.2 The Finns Party (FP) 

 

The Finns Party, formerly known as the True Finns (Finnish: Perussuomalaiset, Swedish: 

Sannfinländarna) is a Finnish populist political party. It was founded in 1995 after the 

dissolution of the Finnish Rural Party, an agrarian, social conservative party. 

(https://www.perussuomalaiset.fi/) 

 

The Finns Party had a victory in the national parliamentary elections of 2011 and became 

the third largest party by winning 19.1% of the votes, but stayed in opposition. In the 2015 

elections, the party won 17.7% of the votes, becoming the parliament’s second-largest 

party. In 2015 it joined the government coalition. In 2017 the party split into two new 

parties:  the New Alternative-Blue Reform, which continued to support the government 

https://www.perussuomalaiset.fi/
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coalition, and Finns Party, which went into opposition. This increased its representation 

from 38 to 39 seats in  2019 parliamentary elections. (https://www.stat.fi/til/vaa_en.html) 

 

The Finns Party is against the EU, multiculturalism and immigration, and in favor of 

nationalism and Finnish culture (Jungar & Jupskås 2014). The Finns Party has different 

factions, and is led by Dr. Jussi Halla-aho. The success of the Finns Party is explained by 

many societal factors. The party has used its position as a minority opposition party and 

opportunistically criticized the government coalitions to build a populist alternative. The 

Finns Party found its voter basis by stressing the need for structural changes in the labor 

market.  

 

According to Jungar (2016), the Finns Party has constantly held a center-left socio-

economic stance in the Finnish political system, but has expanded its appeal in the socio-

cultural dimension. 

 

The diminishing trend in traditional industrial jobs, and the increase in temporary work, job 

mobility, and structural unemployment have provided the basis for the growth of populist 

policies.  According to a poll by TNS Gallup in 2011 (N=3912), the educational background 

of Finns Party supporters is:  vocational qualification or less (59 %), professional vocational 

school (23 %), university of applied sciences (12 %), and academic degree (7 %). The party 

is centrist, but moving towards right end positions  on the political spectrum   after the 

party’s entry into the conservative government in 2015, and after it lost  voters to  left-wing 

parties  such  as the Social Democratic party. 

 

The party combines left-wing economic policies with conservative social values, socio-

cultural authoritarianism, and ethnic nationalism.  The party has been described as center-

left, socially conservative, and radically right-wing populist.  The party’s supporters 

describe themselves as centrists.  The party has gained support both from left-wing and 

right-wing voters.  

 

 

4.3 The League (LN) 

 

The League (Lega), known by that name since 2018 (formerly called Lega Nord),  was 

founded in  1989  as an alliance  for six northern  political leagues  such as Liga Veneta 
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and  Lega Lombarda, and it became a party in 1991 with the former name Lega Nord per 

l’indipendenza  della Padania, founded by Umberto Bossi.  The League has a membership 

of approximately 122,000 people, and the ideology can be described as federal, regional, 

populist, right-wing, and anti-immigration, Eurosceptic, anti-global, anti-clerical, 

liberal, and separatist. The League is part of the center-right coalition in Italy. 

(https://www.leganord.org/) 

 

The voters of the League have mostly a low education level; 55% have only  a middle school 

diploma, but  the professional profile of the voters is constituted mainly by middle-

aged  public  employees; the  unemployed  category is not  supported. According to a study 

by IPSOS (2018), 11.3% of the voters had a university degree, and the rest had a middle 

school education or had taken their A-level exams. 

 

The EP affiliation has been ENL (2015-2019). Currently, the party is a member of the 

Identity and Democracy Party at the European level (ID). Matteo Salvini was 

elected secretary in 2013.  The old leaders, Umberto Bossi and Roberto Maroni, were 

more leftist; the current leader, Matteo Salvini, has shifted more to the right.  

 

The League’s   aim is to transform Italy into a federal state; they are pro-fiscal federalism, 

regionalism, and regional autonomy. The party has advanced a secession of the North, “La 

Padania.” The party is against illegal immigration. The party is also Eurosceptic. Salvini 

established an affiliation in southern Italy and for the 2018 general elections, they changed 

the party’s symbol and name (Bar-On 2013: 224-225). 

 

The League   requests   more independence for Italy’s regions. The goal is to achieve fiscal 

federalism, meaning that the regions would keep and distribute their own tax revenues. The 

party has always been critical of the EU; the party would work to attain monetary 

sovereignty and would return to the old Italian currency, the lira (Woods 2014: 37-47). 

Among its policy initiatives is a flat tax at 15%, legalization and taxation of prostitution, 

free state-funded daycare, the rejection of Italian citizenship for second-generation 

immigrants, and tighter controls on immigration. In the 2018 general elections, the 

League was the third-largest party after the Five Star Movement (M5S) and the Democratic 

Party (PD), and in the 2019 EP election, it became the largest Italian party with 34.26% of 

the votes. (https://elezionistorico.interno.gov.it/) 

https://www.leganord.org/
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4.4 National Rally (NR) 

 

The National Rally (Rassemblement National as of 2018), formerly called the National 

Front (Front national FN), is a right-wing populist and nationalist political party in France 

(Akkerman et al. 2016: 5-6). The party was founded in 1972 by Jean-Marie Le Pen; he was 

the secretary until his resignation in 2011. Since 1984 it has been the major force behind 

French nationalism.  In 1988, the party won 14.39% of the vote, and in 1995 received 15% 

of the vote. In the 2002 presidential elections, Le Pen came in a distant second to Jacques 

Chirac. His daughter, Marine Le Pen, was elected to succeed him, and in her leadership she 

has aimed to make the National Rally a respectable and political entity with which to form 

coalitions (Ivaldi, 2016). In April 2017, Le Pen temporarily stepped down in order to 

concentrate on the presidential elections.  (https://rassemblementnational.fr/) 

 

Most political experts place the NR on the far-right, but others suggest it is difficult to 

define due to vague political positions (Bar-On 2013: 216-217). The party representation in 

the parliament has been limited, despite its significant share of the vote.  

The National Rally came first in the European elections in 2019, with 23.5% of the vote. 

The European elections represented a victory for the Eurosceptic, far-right nationalist 

party.  The National Rally   does not   however want France to leave the EU or the Euro-

zone. They are allies with other populist, far-right parties such as the League, and they 

work to bring about a union of national states. According to Mayer (2017), the electorate of 

the National Rally is composed mostly of persons with low education and who are 

unemployed, but also young anarchists and intellectuals; 45% of voters have a brief 

technical education and 15% have a university diploma. 

 

The National Rally opposes French membership in NATO, the EU, the Schengen Area, and 

the Eurozone. As an anti-EU party, the National Rally has opposed the EU since its creation. 

The party also supports interventionist economies, protectionism, law and order, and 

opposes immigration (Akkerman et al. 2016, Ivaldi 2016). 

 

The National Rally’s ideology consists of French nationalism, national conservatism, 

Souverainism, economic nationalism, and protectionism. The party is conceived of as right-

wing populistic, against immigration, Eurosceptic, and anti-global. According to Ivaldi, 

despite the moderation rhetoric and official political strategies, the National Rally 

has remained radical right-wing populist (Ivaldi 2016). 

https://rassemblementnational.fr/
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The national affiliation in the French Parliament is in “Rassemblement Bleu Marine” and 

the EP affiliation is the “Identity and Democracy Party”. 

 

4.5 A comparison of the parties 

 

The political agendas of the SD and Finns Party are related, and the two parties are regarded 

as belonging to the same populist right (Jungar & Jupskås 2014). The Finns Party and the 

SD deny that they support racism; the party leaders are striking a balance between moderate 

and radical factions (Hatakka, Niemi & Välimäki 2017). The different origins of the two 

parties—the Finns Party’s populist agrarian and SD’s extreme-right positions—can be seen 

in the parties’ rhetoric and policies. Opinion polls indicate a lower popularity for the Finns 

Party since 2015, but it is still is one of the largest political parties in Finland and part of the 

mainstream political party system. Support for the SD is strong and relatively stable, but the 

media and political opponents in Sweden treat the SD as an outsider. 

 

The Finns Party and SD converge on immigration and asylum politics, nationalism, and 

traditional cultural and family values. The gender equality and social democratic welfare 

models Finland and Sweden have both experienced late immigration and current policies 

with regard to immigration.  Finland and Sweden have followed different immigration and 

asylum policies. Today, 16.9% of Sweden’s population is foreign-born, compared with 

5.8% of Finland’s population (World Economic Forum, 2015). Until the refugee crisis in 

2015, Sweden was known for its liberal asylum and immigration policy; Finland has always 

had strict immigration policies.  

 

In 2015, approximately 162,000 people sought asylum in Sweden (Swedish Migration 

Board 2015). In Finland, there were 30,000 asylum applications (Finnish Ministry of the 

Interior 2016). The rise in asylum seekers in 2015 led to an intense debate about how to 

solve the immigration crisis, and a polarization between pro- and anti- immigration 

standpoints in both Sweden and Finland. From its position in the Finnish government 

coalition, the Finns Party was able to influence Finland’s policymaking, which aimed to 

render Finland “unattractive” for asylum seekers, and to establish sharper conditions for 

asylum and family unification. The government’s policy led to public protests and received 

critiques from legal and human rights experts, who deemed it to be against international 

human rights law. Sweden continued open immigration policies even after 2015. The 
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government restricted asylum policies in 2016, which SD had been urging for a long time. 

The restricted asylum policies in Finland and Sweden received critical mention in Amnesty 

International’s 2016-2017 annual report on human rights violations around the world 

(Amnesty International 2017). Finland and Sweden are social welfare states, and the rise of 

the radical right in the two countries, despite their different histories and politics 

regarding immigration and asylum, are interesting cases of nationalist political discourse.  

 

According to Jungar and Ravik-Jupskås (Jungar 2016, Jungar & Ravik-Jupskås 2014), the 

Nordic populist parties have a common authoritarian and centrist ideological basis, despite 

different historical backgrounds; the parties form their communities within the broader 

populist radical right parties in Europe.   

 

The populist parties have common nationalistic, anti-immigration, and anti-

multiculturalism positions, and they all strive towards ethnically, culturally and 

linguistically homogeneous nations. The populist parties have good connections with other 

populist radical right parties.  

 

Both the League and National Rally are widespread populist parties and electorally 

successful in Europe. These parties both accept democracy and have taken steps 

away from the extreme right and fascism. They both oppose being labeled as far right. The 

challenge is to unite these populist parties, because they take pride in promoting national 

interests. The National Rally has changed its policy on EU membership. The National Rally 

does not promote “Frexit” or a referendum on the topic; the party promotes staying in the 

EU by changing Europe. The League has from time to time promoted an exit from the EU, 

but is also endorsing a change of Europe from within. 

In terms of things they have in common with the National Rally and the League, the Finns 

Party and the SD share Euroscepticism and are critical of globalism, and 

support nationalism and an exclusive welfare state. The parties use nationalism to justify 

their policies. However, instead of the arguments adopted by extreme right parties, the 

parties engage in a  nationalist narrative to promote anti-immigrant agendas to give 

the arguments a more neutral, anti-racist  impression. 

 

This nationalist narrative presents culture as a traditional value of the indigenous people, 

which entails excluding immigrants who do not share their nationalistic values. Both parties 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1469-8129.2012.00550.x
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focus on social welfare as an indigenous right for citizens. The parties are statist-oriented, 

economically centrist, protectionist and welfare chauvinist, and use immigration, 

unemployment, and welfare scarcity as an argument to exclude immigrants. The 

political groups are comparable; they justify their policies to various degrees of exclusion 

of immigrants. Yet while these parties differ in many ways, their progressive positions raise 

questions about group exclusion, anti-immigration narratives, and mainstream responses. 

This political trend has vast implications for democracy and policymaking in Europe (Bar-

On 2013: 214-225). 

5.   The main policy content of the manifestos  

 

For this chapter, I performed a qualitative analysis of the main policy content of the 

manifestos in the national elections.  The text excerpts that I have translated into English, 

annotated with CMP coding, are in Annex 3. The full-length texts in the original 

language can be found on the Manifesto Project website. 

 

5.1 The Sweden Democrat’s parliamentary elections (2014-2018) 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2014) 

 

The Sweden Democrat’s election program of 2014 was called “Vi väljer välfärd” (“We 

choose welfare”) and consisted of sections on social welfare,   culture and history, freedom 

of speech, solidarity, safeness, and equality. According to the SD, Swedes should 

have higher salaries, higher pensions, and more unemployment benefits.  

 

The SD is concerned about the ruling politicians of other parties, and claim that they 

have  established the wrong priorities and disintegrated Sweden. The SD works for a safer 

Sweden through intensified action against crime, safety for the elderly, an immigration 

policy that promotes cohesion and welfare (mainly for the Swedes themselves), and 

decreased spending on immigration. The SD believes that permanent residence permits 

should be made temporary, and that asylum and family member immigration should be 

restricted to a minimum. At the same time, they propose a substantial increase in support 

for the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and all refugees around the world. The SD asserts 

that Swedish development aid should be lowered to the UN recommendation of 0.7% of 

GNP. An enhanced Nordic cooperation in all social areas is emphasized. The SD solicits 

increased resources for police and coordination between authorities to combat terrorism. 
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The SD maintains that Sweden needs a domestic defense industry to keep Swedes safe, and 

increased military collaboration and coordination with the Nordic countries. The SD 

promotes an improved climate for entrepreneurs, good accessible healthcare for Swedes and 

legal immigrants, good education,  increased military defense,  a realistic environmental 

policy,  Swedish culture,  and a vibrant countryside.  

 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2018)  

 

The elections of 2018, under the manifesto “Trygghet och tradition” (“Security and 

tradition”), had many things in common with the 2014 elections; the program was focused 

on Swedish culture and its preservation, as well as sharpened migration policy. Migration 

and integration processes have failed according to the SD. Societal equality, the elimination 

of class divisions, and access to services were also deemed to be important policy issues, as 

they were in 2014. Moreover, societal safety, a flexible labor market, high occupation 

level, new infrastructures, a simplification of legislation and rules, a strong educational 

system, safety nets, and family policy were stressed. Foreign policy is centered on the UN 

and collaboration with Nordic countries; humanitarian aid efforts should be exercised 

mostly in war zones directly. Sweden would need to restructure and build anew its migration 

policies, with attention to regulations and respect for a country’s borders, citizens, and law, 

and to combat the shadow society since a large number of people live in Sweden without a 

residence permit. 

 

5.2 The Finns Party’s parliamentary elections (2011-2015)  

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2011) 

 

The Finns Party’s manifesto is called “Suomalaisille sopivin” (“The most suitable for the 

Finns”), and the ideological background is based in traditional Finnish culture, social 

justice, humanity, equality, respect for work and entrepreneurship, and spiritual growth. The 

goal is sustainable development and to create better social, economic, cultural and 

ecological and moral standards for future generations. A fair society is envisioned where all 

citizens have the same rights, receive adequate economic and social subsistence and aid, 

and education and cultural possibilities. The Finns’ Party is defined as a nationalist and 

Christian Social Party.  All political solutions must be based on humanity, of which 

communality is an integral part. The community is very much based on common values and 
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norms, and democracy is not possible without the engagement of the people. FP has a 

populist conception instead of an elitist idea of democracy. The Finns’ Party is positive 

regarding Nordic political cooperation but against the EU. 

 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2015) 

 

The 2015 election manifesto of the Finns Party, “Suomalaisten puolesta” (“On behalf of the 

Finns”), shows populist, mono-cultural, monolinguist, and anti-immigration features, 

which were not present in the 2011 manifesto. They emphasize Finnish history, culture, and 

language, and aim for protective nationalistic economic policies. The “Basic Finnish 

Language Policy Program 2015” is openly hostile towards linguistic and ethnic minorities 

in Finland, especially against the Swedes. There are ideological features related  

to multiculturalism: negative views; cultural autonomy: positive; and multiculturalism and 

indigenous rights: positive, but only regarding the Finnish majority, and multiculturalism, 

indigenous rights: negative, but only regarding the Swedes. 

The party emphasizes government and administrative efficiency, decentralization, and 

fewer taxes, but also market regulation, economic growth positive attitudes,  a nationally 

controlled economy, and closing the public sector sustainability gap. Immigration negative 

policies and EU negative policies were present during the electoral years. The tone of 

the immigration policy was exacerbated.  

 

 

5.3. The League’s parliamentary elections (2013-2018) 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2013) 

 

The League’s electoral program of 2013, “Lega Nord, in coalizione si impegna” (“The 

League, committed to coalition”) stressed modernizing institutions, national security, and 

legality. The League endorses federalism, tax reform, aid to families, social 

security, delimiting parliamentarians’ salaries, and eliminating public funding for parties. 

They argue for a reform of the Constitution by reducing the number of 

parliamentarians.  The League sustains a harmonization of the political, economic, banking, 

and fiscal dimensions of the EU. They are against a European policy of austerity.   Legal 

reforms should be accelerated, and state bureaucracy simplified. SME companies have 

centrality. The League sees Italy as a central power in European politics, in the Atlantic 
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Alliance, in the Euro-Mediterranean dialogue, and in relations with the East. Italy should 

defend freedom, democracy, human rights, and religious freedoms. 

 

 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2018) 

The League’s electoral program, “Salvini premier, la rivoluzione del buonsenso” (“Salvini 

premier, the revolution of common sense”) is centered around the  following main themes: 

institutional, public sector and justice reforms; taxation laws and public debt 

management;  family politics; a reformed pension system; efficient conditions of the labor 

market; and the economic sector. Foreign policy and defense, European policies, 

and immigration policies have become major issues. Immigration policies should be 

sharpened and residency permits revoked in cases of crimes. The League wishes to remain 

within the EU only if all treaties restore full and legitimate sovereignty and the European 

Economic Community prior to the Maastricht Treaty. 

 

5.4. The National Rally’s parliamentary elections (2012-2017)  

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2012) 

 

The National Rally’s electoral program in 2012 “La Voix du people, l’esprit de la France” 

(“The voice of the people, the spirit of France”) was focused on solidarity and economic 

issues. Policy initiatives included minimum salaries and retirement pensions to improve 

purchasing power. The National Rally aimed to distribute income through progressive 

taxes. The party also focused on blocking immigration, and prioritized employment, as well 

as housing and social assistance. The safety of the French was to be ensured, public morale 

restored, and a voice was to be given to the French people through 

direct referendums, efficient public services, and good quality health care. Authority and 

meritocracy were to be restored, France reindustrialized, borders protected, and freedom 

from financial markets and the debt spiral was to be attained. European treaties were to be 

renegotiated to regain national sovereignty and impose republican secularism, and to regain 

the diplomatic and military independence of France. The monetary union has not worked 

properly according to the National Rally. 
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The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2017) 

 

The National Rally’s electoral program in 2017, “Remettre la France en ordre, en cinq ans” 

(“Restore order in France in five years”) was focused on redefining the relationship with 

the EU, and restoring France’s control over monetary issues, legislation, territory, economic 

sovereignty, and protectionism. Institutional reforms, the simplification of procedures and 

proximity with the people, national security, the eradication of terrorism, and radical 

Islamism were also on the agenda, as was defending unity and French identity. The program 

also focused on a re-industrialization plan and support for French industry and companies. 

National identity, values, and the traditions of French civilization were to be defended, as 

well as historical and cultural heritage. 

 

5.5. Common ideological themes  

The  thematic analysis of  the policy content of the manifestos in the national elections 

shows themes that are  typical of populist parties, such as nationalism, immigration, and EU 

negativity, a preference for bilateralism and regionalism, national security, political 

authority and government efficiency, the centrality of the family, and citizens’ rights and 

social security. The parties also have in common a strong social and equality narrative, 

directed to appeal to special groups of the population, such as students, pensioners, and 

farmers. The populist parties have witnessed a proletarianization of their electorate 

(Rydgren, 2008). The labor market and educational policies are also present in the 

manifestos. After comparing the excerpts with the codes of the Manifesto Project, I 

concluded that the coding coincided with my own interpretations. The excerpts are in 

Annex 3. This adds to the reliability of the original coding scheme, since different coders 

have interpreted the data in a similar manner (Krippendorf, 2004). 

 

6.  Empirical findings: Political domains, issue diversification and salience 

 

I analyzed the main thematic content of the manifestos in the previous chapter. For this 

chapter, I have examined 48 variables for issue diversity and saliency and connected them 

to political domains and ideological themes outlined by Ackerman et al. (2016), which 

represent issues that populist parties often tend to promote in manifestos: Internationalism, 

EU/communitarianism and peace, federalism, immigration, refugees and immigration, 
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human rights, constitutionalism and democracy,  government and administrative 

efficiency,  the economy, nationalism, and militarism.  I will compare the issue saliency 

statistically in Chapter 6.1. I coded the variables according to the Left-Neural- Right scale 

(L-N-R). I carried out the classification of variables in Chapter 3.4. The full text manifestos 

can be found on the MARPOR website together with the code book; the links are also in the 

reference list. Annex 1, Table 3 contains a list of all variables.  

The political competition in the spatial model consists of multi-party competition in many 

political domains, such as the economic and socio-cultural domains (Adams 1998, 1999, 

Dalton 2018). According to Lefkofridi et al. (2014), the populist parties have in recent years 

combined left-wing economic policies with right-wing nationalism, immigration  

negativity, anti-globalization sentiments, and authoritarian cultural positions,  and filled  

“left-authoritarian” political dimensions that were not previously covered by traditional 

parties.   This innovative combination of left and right policy issues, together with  position  

blurring (Rovny 2013), may have granted the populist parties increasing electoral successes.   

Parties compete on issue diversification to attract a broad electorate according to saliency 

theory (i.e., Budge & Farlie 1983b, Riker 1982, Bergman & Flatt 2020). Riker (1982) and 

Budge and Farlie (1983b) affirmed that in a multidimensional context, political competition 

is determined by issue saliency. Bergman and Flatt (2020) argued that nationalist parties, 

both left and right-wing, improve their electoral results through issue competition with 

mainstream parties and by expanding issue diversification. They claimed that nationalist 

parties’ political success, which has reached the levels of mainstream parties, can be 

explained by the diversification of their political agenda. However, they retain a niche party 

characteristic in line with Meguid’s definition (2005), since they defy the standard class-

based division of parties and concentrate on issues that are overlooked by mainstream 

parties, or which do not coincide with traditional divisions of political boundaries.   A 

connection between issue diversification and electoral success can also be seen in the 

analyzed elections on the populist parties. This trend is thus in line with previous studies. 

The variables examined in the MARPOR dataset give the following issue diversity  

compared to electoral success in the  two elections: 
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Table 4. Issue diversification, election year, parties compared to electoral success 

 

 

The data shows that the Finns Party has the broadest issue diversification of the parties and 

the same amount of issues in the two election manifestos, but a slightly decreasing electoral 

trend from 19.1% in the 2013 elections to 17.7% in the 2017 elections. The Sweden 

democrats have an increasing electoral trend, winning 12.9% in 2013 and 17.5% in 2018. 

The issue diversification also increases. The National Rally wins 13.6% in 2012 and 13.2% 

in 2017; issue diversification also remains stable. The League’s election result increase from 

4.09% in 2013 to 17.35 % in 2018; issue diversification also increases considerably.   

 

The analysis of the variables allowed me to place the parties in relation to one another in 

issue diversity  and salience and compare them under the political domains in accordance 

to the following MARPOR classification of the manifestos: Domain 1: External relations. 

Domain 2: Freedom and democracy. Domain 3:  Political system. Domain 4: The 

economy. Domain 5: Welfare and quality of life. Domain 6:  Fabric of society. Domain 

7: Social groups. I will give an account of the main findings below. 

 

Domain 1: External relations   

 

The policy domain concerns parties’ views on international relations, the 

EU, imperialism, peace, and the military. The populists often have a negative view 

concerning the EU, immigration, and global conflicts (Mudde 2004, Walgrave et al. 2012). 

The data show that there are considerable differences in issue diversity and salience. Within 

this political domain, salient issues are military positive (104), internationalism (107 and 

109), and EU negative (110). 
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Anti-Imperialism (103) L. The issue was a value only for the Finns Party in 2011, with 

low salience. The issue is more typical for left wing populist parties such as the Greek Syriza 

(Markou, 2020). 

 

Military: positive (104) R. The issue is of importance in populist parties’ ideologies, and 

is related to homeland security. (Donovan, 2020). The database included many indications 

by the Finns party and the Sweden Democrats; the issue was of less importance for the 

National Rally and the League. The FP discussed security politics and NATO membership, 

but in the context of national defense and security. The SD had mentions regarding Swedish 

domestic military power. The NR also had mentions of its own French military. LN had 

statements only in 2018 regarding the Italian military, despite being a NATO member. 

Military: negative (105) L. Only the Finns Party and the League expressed negative 

statements regarding the military; the issue was of low salience, as expected since populist 

parties often emphasize the opposite, the importance of the military.  

 

Peace (106) N. This concept was mentioned only by SD and FP; and it was of low salience.  

 

Internationalism: positive (107) L. The Sweden Democrats and the Finns Party had many 

positive references on internationalism. The SD’s attitudes were directed towards Nordic 

collaboration, and the Finns Party and the National Rally evoked the EU’s responsibility to 

help directly and bilaterally  in Africa. The League viewed NATO and the Mediterranean 

collaboration as a central concept of Italian foreign policy.  Internationalism: 

negative (109) R was a frequently appearing variable in the manifestos. The parties are 

often nationally and bilaterally oriented, especially the Finns Party and the Sweden 

Democrats. The National Rally expressed views doubting NATO’s competence, and the 

League noticed dangers in the geo-political situation due to regional tensions and migration 

flows.   

 

European union: positive (108) L EU positivity was difficult to find in the corpus, as 

expected since populist parties are often against the EU. Only the FP and the LN had a few 

positive views. European union: negative (110) R. Negative mentions about the EU are 

characteristic of all populist parties.  The references against the EU were mostly present in 

the Finns Party’s manifestos and were very confrontational. The Sweden Democrats’ 

and the National Rally’s manifestos were focused on national sovereignty and were mostly 
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moderate. The League had no negative mentions of the EU in 2013, which is remarkable, 

but shifted position and became openly confrontational in 2018.  

 

Domain 2:  Freedom and democracy 

 

This policy domain contains mentions of the importance of personal freedom, civil rights, 

and constitutionalism. The political domain and the concepts of freedom and 

democracy were not frequently debated in the manifestos. They are in fact not mentioned 

as core values for populist parties; rather, the populist parties interpret the society as a field 

of struggle and antagonism between the people and the elites (Stanley 2008, Jägers & 

Walgrave 2007, Mudde 2004).  

 

Freedom and human rights (201) N. The issue was brought up in the manifestos of the 

League, the Finns Party, and the National Rally in the first screened election year. The EU 

Refugee crisis (2014-2016) hardened the populist parties’ positions on immigration and 

related human rights issues (van der Brug & Harteveld 2021); the issues were later blurred 

or not mentioned in the manifestos.  

 

Democracy (202) N. Democracy was mentioned only before the refugee crisis. It was of 

high salience to the Finns Party, of moderate salience to the National Rally and the League. 

 

Constitutionalism: positive (203) R. Constitutionalism was not widely advanced in the 

manifestos; there was a mention by SD and a few mentions by the LN and the FP. 

Constitutionalism, negative (204) L. The concept was not important in the manifestos; 

mentioned only by FP and the LN. 

 

Domain 3: Political system 

 

 

This policy domain includes support for federalism, autonomy for subnational levels, and 

the centralization or decentralization of power and authoritarianism. Right-wing populism 

is often distinguished by authoritarianism (Mudde 2004:23). This domain has issues related 

to the territorial subsidiary principle and appeals to administrative efficiency. Right-wing 

populist parties tend to be positive towards decentralization, federalism, and autonomy 

according to Toubeau and Wagner (2015). It is primarily the League and the Finns’ Party 
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that are interested in federalism. Government and administrative efficiency were also given 

space in the manifestos. 

 

Decentralization (301) R was important for Finns party and the League in the second 

screened election and it involves the concept of federalism.  Government and 

administrative efficiency (303) R. This issue is frequent in right-wing populist and it was 

salient for the Finns Party and the League.  

 

Political corruption (304) L. Political corruption was debated only in the manifestos of the 

Finns Party and the League. 

 

Political authority (305) R. The concept was given high emphasis only in the Finns Party’s 

manifesto in 2011, which is surprising since the parties are authoritarian. Political 

authority and party competence (305.1) R. The concept yielded many comments by the 

FP and the LN, and a few by the SD and NR.  

 

 

Domain 4: The economy 

 

The domain is related to issues regarding market conditions, capitalism, protectionism, and 

economic models. The populist parties appeal to socio-economically disadvantaged groups 

and voters who fear economic crises and are losers of globalization. They resort to symbolic 

threat to protect national and cultural coherence, and point to grievances in the welfare 

system (Rooduijn 2015: 3-11). Populist parties exhibit protectionist traits to varying 

degrees, depending on geographic location and the degree of national corruption according 

to Polk et al. (2018). Within this domain, the salient variables are market regulation (L) and 

protectionism (L). Ennser‐Jedenastik (2016) claimed that the economic ideology of the 

parties reflects the parties’ core ideology consisting of nativism, populism, and 

authoritarianism. The  parties diverge on traditional economic left‐right dimensions 

regarding government intervention and market economy  with  “group-oriented” economic 

policies that are favorable to specific “deserving” social groups (natives, common people, 

and pensioners) and unfavorable to other groups ( i.e. non-natives, the elites and political 

opponents). 
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Market regulation (403) L. The concept of market regulation was deemed important by 

the Finns Party, the League, and the National Rally. Protectionism: positive (406) L. The 

concept became salient only in the second election for the Finns Party, the National 

Rally, and the League. Protectionism: negative (407) R, had no incidence in the dataset. 

 

Nationalization (413) L, was not found in many manifestos; it emerged a few times for the 

Finns Party and the National Rally in 2017. Controlled economy (412) L was important 

for the League, but only in 2018. The SD had no mentions, while the FP and the NR had a 

few mentions.  

 

Economic orthodoxy (414) R 

Economic orthodoxy was not a common variable. The SD had no mentions.  

 

 

Domain 5: Welfare and quality of life 

 

The policy domain contains mentions of the welfare state, equality, and quality of life. The 

expansion of the welfare state (L) was especially important for the Finns Party and the 

Sweden Democrats in the manifestos. Welfare state chauvinism is characteristic of Nordic 

populist parties according to Jaeger (2012). Policy areas  related  to welfare, education, and 

labor rights are of interest to populist parties, which appeal to ordinary people by focusing 

on alleged malfunctioning welfare systems caused by non-natives (Mudde 2007: 119-124).  

These themes were frequent in the data. 

 

Equality positive (503) L. The issue became increasingly salient between the two elections. 

The Finns Party’s mentions were regarding perceived inequalities, especially protection of 

the Finnish language. The Sweden Democrats, the National Rally and the League placed 

increased emphasis on equality policies in the second analyzed election.  

 

Welfare state expansion positive (504) L. The concept was very popular in the Nordic 

countries, where it was the most salient issue. For LN, its importance grew during two 

legislative periods and became a primary salient feature in 2018. The saliency decreased 

only for the National Rally.  Welfare state limitation positive (505) R. The SD had a few 

mentions in the elections. The FP had growing policy preferences for welfare state 
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limitations between 2011 and 2015. The NR had a few mentions in 2012. The LN had no 

mentions.  

 

Domain 6: The fabric of society 

 

The domain includes mentions of the national way of life, history and ideology, appeals to 

pride of citizenship, patriotism and nationalism, and the suspension of freedoms in the case 

of subversion. Nationalism and morality were popular concepts in the manifestos. There is 

a sense of nostalgia in the manifestos and the need to protect national interests for all parties. 

Fenger (2018) argued that welfare nostalgia is not a distinct policy agenda, but a discursive 

model that the parties use when they want to emphasize commitment to welfare chauvinism. 

The nostalgic rhetoric appeals to the underprivileged, working-class electorate. 

 

Immigration and multiculturalism. The database was screened for signs of attitudes 

towards multiculturalism pro Roma, positive  (6072),  multiculturalism pro  Roma, 

negative  (6081),  Eastern European countries positive (1013) and immigration 

integration: diversity (6072), cultural autonomy, positive (6071), and general crisis 

(6061), but none of the parties had any mentions relating to these arguments in 

their  manifestos, which is surprising.  The lacking policies in these fields show a disinterest 

for refugees’ and immigrants’ rights, but it can also be a strategy to avoid sensitive issues 

that can alienate potential voters ( see i.e. Lefkofridi et al. 2014).  

 

National way of life: positive (601) R. Only the Finns Party and the National Rally 

had mentions in their manifestos.  National way of life positive, general (601.1) R. The 

nationalist views were present in the manifestos, and the common aim was to protect the 

nation, the language, and cultural heritage, as well as to restrict citizenship, which is in line 

with  nativist rhetoric promoted by populist parties (Mudde, 2004). The issue salience 

increased for all parties in the elections except for the SD.  

 

National way of life: Immigration negative (601_2) R. The European immigrant crisis of 

2015 may have affected the salience of the issue, as van der Brug and Harteveld (2021) have 

found in a recent study. The salience augmented for all parties between the two elections. 

SD had mentions in both elections and condemned uncontrolled immigration and FP 

deemed immigration an important argument only in 2015. NR had negative mentions about 

naturalization and residence permits. LN regarded that Asylum policies should be restricted. 
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Traditional morality: positive (603) R had many favorable mentions by the Finns Party, 

and a growing incidence between 2011 and 2015. The other parties had only a few mentions, 

but the salience increased for all parties except for the National Rally. Traditional 

morality: negative (604) L, had no mentions in the manifestos, which is expected since 

right-wing populism stresses traditional values. 

 

Law and order positive (605) R. The concept, deemed typical of right-wing populist 

parties (Mudde, 2004), was promoted by the FP and the NR, less by LN, and only during 

the first respective election.   

 

Multiculturalism positive (607-607.1) L. The idea of multiculturalism yielded favorable 

comments only by the FP, and they regarded mostly the Finnish-Ugric language, not the 

Swedish minority. Multiculturalism negative (608-608.1) R. The concept was promoted 

mainly by the Finns Party in the 2011 elections, and the incidence decreased drastically in 

the 2015 elections. For the National Rally, the issue was of low interest in both elections, 

and for the League, the issue became moderately salient in the 2018 elections. 

 

Multiculturalism immigration integration: assimilation (608.2) L. The integration of 

immigrants received some favorable comments mainly  by SD, FP and LN devised for strict 

adherence to laws, as well as social, linguistic and cultural adaptation, which can be 

expected since populist parties are anti-immigration oriented.  

 

Domain 7: Social groups  

 

The domain includes references to specific social groups, labor groups, unemployed 

workers, and refugees. The manifestos did not contain many issues related directly to this 

political domain, but omitting arguments is also a political statement (Rovny 2013, 

Lefkofridi et al., 2014). The solidarity lies predominantly with the domestic 

underprivileged social groups, the disabled, the working class and unemployed, and the 

elderly. (Akkerman 2016b).  

 

Refugees and immigration  

I screened the database for signs of attitudes towards refugees (7062), minorities inland 

positive (7051), minorities abroad positive (7052), and war participants: positive 

(7061), but I found no mentions in the data, which is in line with right-wing ideology. 
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Underprivileged minority rights (705) L was of moderate interest to the FP in 2011. The 

LN had many mentions in 2018, while the SD and the NR had weak or no interest.  

 

6.1 Statistical analyses of salience, scaling and regression analyses 

 

The  data  analysis yielded a collocation of  38 variables on the left-right-neutral scale, 

which I developed  on the basis of  categorizations  originally proposed  by Backlund 

(2013), Benoit and Laver (2007), and Lowe et al. (2011);  and they can be consulted in 

Table 3 (Annex 1).  Seventeen variables are classified as left-wing, 18 as right-wing, and 3 

as neutral. The total number of screened variables is 48, but 10 variables had no incidence.  

Below, the salience of issues can be visualized in a stacked column chart, which allows to 

compare the relative percentage of the multiple data series. The cumulative total in the 

stacked columns equals 100 %  

Table 5. Issue salience in manifestos, 2011-2018 

 

     

 

   

        

        

        

        

        
 

I also performed statistical regression analyses on the manifesto data, and compared the 

linear regression of each party. The full results are in Appendix 2. The linear regression 

analyses in  tables 6-9 show that Sweden Democrats have the highest linear regression in 

the elections and there is a high correlation in issue saliency in the elections. In the case of 

SD, there exists a linear relationship between the variables in the two election years. This 
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means that the Sweden Democrats are consistent with their political agenda, and it does not 

change much during the two years. The Finns party had a  variance in the issue salience and 

the issue salience correlation is less significant, meaning that the FP is less consistent in the 

political agenda in the elections. National Rally had  a considerable spread in issue salience 

and this was also the trend a with the League, which  means that the significance of issues 

varied in the two elections. 

Table 6. Sweden Democrats elections 2014-2018 linear regression 

 

 

 

Table 7. Finns Party elections 2011-2015 linear regression 
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Table 8. National Rally elections 2012-2017 linear regression 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9. The League elections 2013-2018 linear regression 

    

 

Table 9. The League  elections 2013-2018 linear regression 
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According to the computational text analysis method by Lowe et al (2011, 128-

131), described in chapter 3,   we can assess the salience of the policy 

initiatives θ(S), as: 

θ(S)= R-L 

          N 

With the empirical logit scale we  can calculate the relative emphasis on the 

R-L scale on various topics: 

θ(L)=log R +.5 

              L+.5          =log (R+.05)−log  (L.+05) 

 

  

The relative emphasis on a R-L scale reveals a party’s absolute preference  for 

a policy  issue. As a result of a computational analysis we can state the 

following party placements regarding the selected variables.  

 

The relative emphasis of selected policy issues on the empirical logit scale 

(Lowe et al, 2011) is illustrated below. 

 

 

Table 10. Relative emphasis of selected policy issues  
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The  highest  relative issue salience of the FP  and SD  was the welfare state  and  importance 

increased for SD and decreased for FP. For LN the importance of the welfare state increased 

during the elections, for NR it decreased. For NR the relatively most important issue was 

government, law and order in 2013, in 2017 national way of life was the most  important  

issue. EU negativity was the relatively most important issue for LN in 2018  elections  

together with government, law and order for both elections.  

 

 

7. Review and empirical reflections 

 

The theoretical background in spatial theory (i.e. Downs, 1957, Sartori, 1976) and saliency 

theory (i.e. Budge et al., 1983) provided the instruments for analyzing the data. The four 

parties, which operate in multi-party systems (Downs, 1957), move on a spatial dimension 

of the left-right continuum during the elections.  

 

Sartori (1976) described the parties’ ideological strategy, to be distinguished by either 

centripetal convergence by moderating political competition, or strategic centrifugal 

divergence.  Based on the analysis of the data, I would describe the Finns Party as a 

centrifugal party, since it takes the most radical standpoints. The League, National Rally, 

and SD are more centripetal. The multi-party competition for the parties in this data, as 

described by Sartori, can be distinguished both by ideological fragmentation, and to some 

extent by an ideological polarization.  

 

Adams (1998, 1999) described a multi-party spatial competition among parties on a 

unidimensional policy issue continuum, where peripheral parties move on the left-right 

continuum to attract support from centrist voters. This can be partially seen in the data, since 

the parties change register and shift to cover positions that are more moderate and appeal to 

democratic values and equality in their manifestos. 

 

The content analysis and codification of the policy domains, emphasized in the election 

manifestos, show considerable differences between the four populist parties.  
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I thus examined the results related to Research Question 1: How do the four parties differ 

in their ideological manifestations with respect to the salience and frequency of policy 

initiatives in national elections (2011-2018)?  

 

The Finns Party emphasizes Finnish conditions, history, and culture, and strongly urges for 

protective nationalistic economic policies. Finns’ Party representatives are hostile 

towards linguistic and ethnic minorities, escalating in 2015. The Finns Party has traits such 

as cultural autonomy: positive, multiculturalism, and indigenous rights: positive, but 

only regarding the Finnish majority, and multiculturalism: indigenous rights: negative 

regarding the Swedish minority. We must also consider the national way of life: positive, 

multiculturalism: negative, and restrictive citizenship: positive consents. 

 

The Sweden Democrats is relatively tactful in its policy announcements, and very 

cooperative and less extreme than the Finns Party. For the SD, international cooperation 

is important, whereas a negative view on international cooperation is rarely expressed. The 

FP has fewer positive remarks about international cooperation. The SD also had no mentions 

of protectionism, positive view, whereas the NR, FP, and LN all had many comments in 

favor of protectionism. The SD is against immigration, on a similar level as LN. 

 

The National Rally is the least directly against the EU of the four parties. The EU negative 

view was only expressed twice by the NR, whereas it was very salient for LN, and rather 

salient for FP and the SD. The important policy issues are an independent military, 

nationalism, protectionism, and cooperation. The National Rally did not express many 

negative views on immigration as opposed to the other parties, especially the Finns Party 

and the League had negative views on immigration. 

 

The League frequently expressed views on government and the need for administrative 

efficiency and political authority. Regarding nationalism, the League had the most neutral 

expressions, and nationalism was more salient for the National Rally, the Finns Party, 

and for Sweden Democrats.  The League is against the EU, but on the other hand expressed 

some positive comments on EU collaboration, immigration, corruption, nationalism, and 

protectionism. The League also advocated for freedom and democracy, which the other 

parties did not mention. Government efficiency, political authority, and corruption 

eradication   is especially important for the League and the Finns Party.  
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Nationalism, as a core value, was most emphasized by the Finns Party and the Sweden 

Democrats, and less by the National Rally and the League. Immigration, negative attitude, 

code 601_2, was mostly held by the Finns Party and the League. The National Rally and 

the Sweden Democrats did not express many immigration negative views. 

 

7.1 Data comparison and cross-validation 

 

 

I have compared the data for these two elections with election data from 1990-2020 on the 

four parties’ (the party predecessors in the case of the Finns Party and the Sweden 

Democrats) positions on the R-L scale regarding various variables. The aim was to see how 

they have evolved on the right-left continuum. Below, I present charts with frequent issues. 

The lines in the chart correspond to the four populist parties: Finland - Finns Party; Sweden- 

Sweden Democrats; France- National Rally and Italy -the League. 

 

 

Figure 3:  Position on the right-left scale (rile) regarding EU opposition (110), 1990-2020 

(MARPOR data).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 shows that that the Sweden Democrats move from a moderately right-wing position 

to a left-wing position, the Finns Party moves on a left-wing scale, the National Rally moves 

from extreme right to centrist values, and the League has a right-wing movement. 
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Figure 4: Position on the right-left scale (rile) and political corruption (salience) (304), 

1990-2020 (MARPOR data) 

 

 

In Figure 4, political corruption has low salience for the Sweden Democrats and the Finns 

Party, and the movement on the R-L scale is towards left-wing positions. For the League, 

the salience of political corruption varies greatly on right-wing positions, and for the 

National Rally, the salience varies moderately, also on the right-wing scale. 

 

 

Figure 5: Position on the right-left scale (rile) and multiculturalism negative (608), 1990-

2020 (MARPOR data) 

 

 

In Figure 5, the Finns Party and the Sweden Democrats have a temporal movement from 

right-wing to center and left-wing values, whereas the National Rally moves from the 
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extreme right toward the center, and the League has a movement from the center to the 

extreme right and to moderately leftist values. 

 

Figures 3-5 represent the R-L scale during the period of 1990-2020 and outline a few 

common policy issues for populist parties: EU negativity, political corruption, and 

multiculturalism. The graphs show digressing movement in positions on the R-L scale 

(Downs 1957) for each party, trends that can also be seen in the data analyzed for the two 

recent elections. 

 

I also compared the data from MARPOR to the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys for cross-

validation on similar policy issue categories. In the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys (2010 and 

2014), the variables anti-elite salience, corruption salience, and nationalism were introduced 

in the 2014 survey. However, the surveys indicate that the parties have focused on policy 

issues close to the core identity of populist parties such as anti-elite issues, ethnic minorities, 

and nationalism. Corruption issue salience is high for the Finns Party, even though Finland 

is the least corrupt country in the world, which is in line with my own findings. EU cohesion 

is highest for the League, which can also be seen in my study. EU dissent is low in all parties 

in the two surveys. The results can be seen in Table 11 below. 

 

Table 11. Chapel Hill Expert Surveys (2010 and 2014). 
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8. Conclusions 

 

In this study, I estimated and compared four populist parties’ left-right positions on a policy 

scale and analyzed the substantial policy content of each party’s manifestos. The combined 

theoretical background in spatial theory (i.e. Downs, 1957, Sartori, 1976) and saliency 

theory (i.e., Budge 1982, Budge & Farlie 1983b, Budge et al. 2001, Klingemann et al. 2006) 

provided the analytical instruments needed to examine the data. 

My study elucidates the variances between party position estimates derived from manifesto 

and expert data. I compared datasets from MARPOR and Chapel Hill Expert Surveys, and 

explained the observed differences between manifesto and expert data. 

The empirical analysis lead to several findings.  The left-right estimates on variables of 

manifesto data and Chapel Hill data indicate similar trends for many variables. The study 

demonstrates that the parties have nationalist, anti-immigration discourse in common to 

various degrees. A cross-validation with the Chapel Hill Expert Surveys for the years 2010 

and 2014 illustrates that anti-elite, ethnic minorities and nationalism have high salience in 

the data. Corruption issue salience is highest for the Finns Party and the League. EU 

cohesion is highest for the League, which is also the case in my study. EU negativity is low 

for the parties in the surveys, which is in contrast with the findings of EU negativity for the 

Finns Party in Finland for a comparable time period. EU foreign policy salience is also low; 

hence, the parties prefer bilateral foreign political instruments, which can also be perceived 

from the data in my study.  

I performed a cross-sectional data analysis of 48 variables from national manifesto data, and 

compared party position estimates on a left-neutral-right dimension, regarding policy 

preferences found to constitute core values of populist parties in previous research. The data 

sources are from a contemporary period and are therefore comparable.  I performed a 

regression analysis on the issue correlation of the parties in national elections, and the results 

show that Sweden Democrats had a statistically significant correlation in issue saliency, the 

other parties had weaker correlation.   I also used a log-ratio scaling approach in the analysis, 

which shows the relative emphasis of issues.   

There also seems to be a link in the data between issue diversification and electoral success, 

as Bergman and Flatt (2020) pointed out in a recent study. They found that nationalist parties 

can improve their electoral results through issue competition and diversification. 
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Regarding to Sartori’s definition (1976) of the parties’ ideological strategy of centripetal 

convergence towards other parties, or strategic centrifugal divergence, it can be concluded 

that the Finns Party has a tendency to be more centrifugal, and the SD more centripetal. The 

National Rally and the League have traits of both centripetal and centrifugal convergence. 

The parties operate in multi-party systems (Downs, 1957) and move on a spatial dimension 

of the left-right continuum during the elections. The manifesto data show both ideological 

fragmentation and partially ideological polarization (Sartori, 1976), described in the parties’ 

ideological strategy, to be distinguished by either centripetal convergence by moderating 

political competition, or strategic centrifugal divergence. The multi-party spatial 

competition among parties on a unidimensional policy continuum, as outlined by Adams 

(1998, 1999), where peripheral parties move on the left-right continuum to attract support 

from centrist voters, can be partially seen in the data. 

 

The countries that the parties represent are culturally and politically dissimilar, but all 

parties  emphasize homeland security, and  advocate for  exclusive  social security and 

protectionist policies. The racist and anti-immigration policies are most salient in the Finns 

Party’s 2015 manifesto, whereas the other parties use more veiled language and ethnic 

compactness. The Sweden Democrats are against EU membership and has pleaded for 

a new referendum to exit the EU. The Sweden Democrats are also against 

NATO, and instead would like to develop a Nordic defense partnership. The Sweden 

Democrats election programs suggested very similar themes to those of the Finns Party, 

except for language policy.   

 

The analysis implies that the Sweden democrats and the Finns Party exhibit traits 

assimilated from both leftist-social democrat ideologies and values, and traditional right-

wing ideologies of nationalism, protectionism, political authority, and efficacy. The 

parties have developed further traits of immigration hostility and nationalism, which are not 

part of either left or moderate right ideologies. After the 2015 elections, policies softened, 

especially the language policies of the Finns Party. 

 

High popularity is difficult to maintain when in a government coalition, and parties have 

to adapt their policies to find a consensus and follow austerity programs and mainstream 

policies in order to function and collaborate with other coalition parties. This takes out the 

edge of the radical policies, giving the parties greater popular support while in opposition.   
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The League and the National Rally have been defined as right‐wing populist 

parties (Mudde, 2007, Ivaldi, 2016); my results confirm this trend. 

 

Regarding Research Question I, I have deduced that since left-wing populist parties are 

likely to stress economic equality and welfare state expansion, the Sweden Democrats and 

Finns Party lean more towards leftist policies during the studied period.  Right-wing 

populist ideologies, which underscore traditional values, economic protectionism, 

militarism, and law and order can be found more in the National Rally and the League 

during the two elections. We can also verify that all populist parties oppose the political 

establishment and the EU, but to various degrees. 

 

Hypothesis I—according to which  countries with high levels of corruption are likely to 

stress traditional values, economic protectionism, militarism, law and order, and anti-

corruption—is not verifiable (ref. Polk et al. 2017), since the Finns Party and the League 

were the parties that mostly advocated for these values. Italy had a high corruption 

perception index (CPI) at 52 in 2020, whereas Finland had a CPI index of 3 in 2020 and is 

practically corruption free. 

 

Research Question 2: I did not find broad support in my study for the division of parties into 

centrist and right-wing populist parties according to past research. The Finns Party and the 

Sweden Democrats have been categorized as right-wing populist  parties with centrist 

features (Jungar-Juspkås 2014, Jungar 2016),  but my findings suggest that in two recent 

elections, the parties have adopted many leftist and social democrat features, and are 

competing with  traditional leftist parties for voters.  In addition, they also have right-wing 

features exemplified by an emphasis on law and order, militarism, political authority, and 

naturally also typical populist features, such as EU and immigration negativity. The Finns 

Party wants to stop immigration, which is seen as costly, leading to major incidence 

in   crime   and   eroding important societal values. The Finnish welfare society is important 

for the Finns Party. 

 

More specifically, the populistic frame, with concepts borrowed from both leftist and 

conservative ideologies, is most prominent in the Finns Party’s ideology, since it also has 

clear traits of racism and nationalism, even towards the Swedish minority. The Sweden 

Democrats covers all aspects of society and all professional categories in their manifestos 

and promises increased welfare, subventions, and prosperity for all Swedish citizens. The 
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Sweden Democrats clearly state that the members believe they are the only ones who can 

protect and enhance the Swedish “Folkhem”, but they do so by competing and borrowing 

ideas primarily from the Social Democrats, who differ in that they are immigration friendly. 

The Sweden Democrats EU negativity grew between the two elections.   

 

The League and National Rally are more right-wing populist parties. They support 

traditional values, nationalism, law and order, and are restrictive on immigration, but show 

positive attitudes towards international collaboration. In the two most recent elections, the 

National Rally exhibited nationalistic and protection positive features, but not openly 

immigration negative traits. The National Rally pleaded for economic patriotism and 

support for French companies, and the state and local administration should have the 

obligation to obtain supplies from French companies. The financial markets should also be 

liberated and the banking monopoly abolished by de-privatizing public funds. The National 

Rally’s welfare state expansion positivity diminished between the 2012 and 2017 elections. 

Further, the National Rally became less EU negative during the two elections under study. 

In 2012, the National Rally announced that France should regain control of its currency and 

monetary policy. Also, a renegotiation of the treaty on the EU should be initiated to break 

with the dogmatic European construction in total failure. The National Rally argued to de-

regularize the financial markets. The banking monopoly should be abolished by de-

privatizing public funds. In the 2012 elections, the National Rally considered that foreigners 

who work and who contribute will benefit normally from their contributions.  Anyone who 

illegally enters or remains in France should, however, be expelled. Demonstrations of 

support for illegal immigrants should be abolished. The possibility of regularizing illegal 

immigrants should be abolished. France’s participation in the NATO command should be 

denounced.  According to the National Rally in 2012, France’s international political 

strategy should be refocused to preserve the independence of France, to ensure its own 

interests, and guarantee its security. In 2017, the tones were more tactful: The National 

Rally pleaded for the defense of the national identity, values, and traditions of French 

civilization. Defense politics should be increased, historical and cultural heritage should be 

promoted, and French citizenship should be made a privilege for all French. They 

also stressed the need to revalue the pensions by reallocating available public funds and 

to promote secularism, fight against communitarianism, and nationalize companies of 

public interest.  
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The League became immigration negative in the 2018 elections, and in particular was 

concerned with the problems regarding the Roma population in Italy. In 2013, the League 

did not have explicit immigration negative views on the program. The League is ambivalent 

in its position towards the EU; on the one hand, the League states that Italy needs to be part 

of the EU, but the League also exhibits stronger opinions against the EU in the 2018 

elections. They argued for a review of the European treaties, cooperation between states of 

a purely economic nature, a correction of the functioning of the internal market to eradicate 

the dumping phenomena, the abolishment of rules that do not respect the different legal 

traditions of the member states, and a recovery of the monetary and economic sovereignty, 

exclusive jurisdiction over commercial policy, and territorial sovereignty. The League 

stresses the need for an efficient and secure state, active family politics, a strong police force 

and civil service to meet citizens’ needs, higher pensions, and a lower pension age. 

Moreover, federalism and regional independence were not strongly on the agenda in 2013, 

but became a major policy issue in the 2018 elections. Immigration negativity grew between 

the two elections. The salience of immigration negativity (601_2) increased for all parties 

between the two elections. This can be partially explained by the negative attention of the 

humanitarian situation and of the “migration crisis” (2014-2016), leading to political 

radicalization and societal polarization.   

 

Regarding economic policies, the data suggest that the parties have adopted more leftist 

positions as Lefkofridi and Michel (2014) also found, arguing that populist right-wing  

parties have moved to the left on economic issues. 

 

For Hypothesis II, according to which European Populist parties oppose the political 

establishment and the EU regardless of political group, there is only partial support (i.e., 

because the League started to oppose the EU in the 2018 elections). 

  

Political parties have different strategic saliency in political issues, and for this study, I have 

investigated the policy emphasis on multiple issue dimensions. Rovny (2013) argues that  

right-wing populist parties change positions and are not always consistent on the left‐right 

dimension. The policy preferences are not just positions on political issues, but lead to a 

manipulation of the dimensional structure of politics, as Rovny also revealed. The position 

blurring has been a successful strategy in multidimensional competition. When the parties 

obtain government positions, they tend to soften their positions and to collaborate with other 

parties.  
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The populist political parties, as seen in this study, compete on issues overlooked by 

traditional parties, while deliberately blurring their positions on standard policy topics in 

order to gain broader support (Lefkofridi et al., 2014).  

 

Halikiopoulou et al. (2013) discovered that the electoral success of radical right-wing 

populist parties is dependent on the apparent adoption of liberal values through the use of 

appealing nationalistic symbolism and myths in their political rhetoric. Halikiopoulou et al. 

(2013) showed that the parties also use the same symbolism in their manifestos, and employ 

a rhetoric that is ambivalent and seems to adopt liberal values by arguing for strong 

nationalism. The manifestos have a line of argumentation that is easily appealing to many 

social groups.  

 

In sum, the four populist parties seem to have a flexible political philosophy, which 

constitutes both a challenge and an opportunity for traditional political parties for 

political profiling vis-à-vis the populist parties. My results can help guide future research 

on multi-dimensional studies of party positioning and competition with cross-sectional  

datasets and multiple issues. In my opinion, the causes for changes in issue saliency in party 

election campaigns would also need further scholarly attention. 
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Annex 1, Table 3. 

 

Variable SD  

2014 

SD 

2018 

FP 

2011 

FP 

2015 

NR 

2012 

NR 

2017 

LN 

2013 

LN  

2018 

Anti-Imperialism 103 L - - 3 - - - - - 

Military: positive 104 R 12 18 26 83 8 11 - 13 

Military: negative 105  L - - 3 14 - - - 2 

Peace 106  N - 6 - 1 - - - - 

Internationalism: positive (107) L 18 34 18 13 4 2 1 10 

European union: positive 108 L - - 3 2 - - 6 2 

Internationalism : negative (109)  R 9 2 12 17 4 2 - 9 

European union: negative 110 R 8 13 61 30 15 2 - 79 

Freedom and human rights 201N - - 8 - 4 - 4 - 

Democracy 202 N - - 99 - 11 - 4 - 

Constitutionalism: positive 203 R - 1 4 4 - 1 - 4 

Constitutionalism: negative 204 L - - - 2 - - 6 2 

Decentralization 301 R - - 2 24 1 2 7 58 

Government and administrative efficiency 

303 R 

- 7 76 74 9 10 20 69 

Political corruption 304 L - - - 1 - - - 14 

Political authority 305   R 
  

67 
 

- 
 

1 
 

Political authority 

party competence 305_1 R 

4 4 - 24 - 1 - 2 

Market regulation 403 L - 1 75 57 24 9 13 55 

https://manifesto-project.wzb.eu/down/originals/31720_2012.pdf
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Protectionism: positive 406 L - - 
 

23 3 14 - 12 

Controlled economy 412 L - - 2 7 - 4 - 29 

Nationalization 413 L - - 3 1 1 3 - - 

Economic orthodoxy 414 R - - 2 19 12 2 3 - 

Equality positive  503 L 12 18 65 77 4 14 2 20 

Welfare state expansion 504 L 52 69 144 303 34 15 14 63 

Welfare state limitation 505 R 4 4 20 70 2 - - - 

Education expansion  506 L 22 23 39 159 5 10 11 41 

Education limitation  507 R 1 - 12 9 1 - - 5 

National way of  life: positive 601 R - - 155 - 28 - - - 

National way of life, positive general 601_1 

R 

20 11 . 48 - 21 . 14 

National way of life, immigration negative 

601_2  R 

11 25 - 68 - 11 - 39 

Traditional morality positive 603 R 3 8 33 53 8 6 2 12 

Law and order positive  605 R - - 79 - 39 - 9 - 

Multiculturalism positive 607-607.1 L - - 22 39 - - - - 

Multiculturalism negative 608-608.1 R 1 1 70 12 5 6 - 11 

Multiculturalism immigration assimilation 

608.2 L 

10 10 36 - - 2 - 25 

Underprivileged minority rights 705 L - 1 2 15 3 - - 75 
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ANNEX 2 

 

Regression analysis SD national elections 2014-2018      

        

Regression Statistics       

Multiple R 0,943287483       

R Square 0,889791276       

Adjusted R Square 0,886451617       

Standard Error 3,46746917       

Observations 35       

        

ANOVA        

  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F   

Regression 1 3203,401128 3203,401 266,4318 2,29E-17   

Residual 33 396,7703007 12,02334     

Total 34 3600,171429         

        

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95,0% 

Intercept 0,206995296 0,666055454 0,310778 0,757924 -1,1481 1,562095 -1,1481 

0 0,706074862 0,043257129 16,32274 2,29E-17 0,618068 0,794082 0,618068 

 

 

Regression analysis FP national elections 2011-2015      

          

Regression Statistics         

Multiple R 0,411269         

R Square 0,169142         
Adjusted R 
Square 0,143964         

Standard Error 38,45641         

Observations 35         

          

ANOVA          

  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F     

Regression 1 9935,181 9935,181 6,717972 0,01411     

Residual 33 48803,56 1478,896       

Total 34 58738,74           

          

  Coefficients 
Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95,0% 

Upper 
95,0%  

Intercept 21,99515 7,663241 2,870215 0,007107 6,404165 37,58613 6,404165 37,58613  
0 0,294772 0,113728 2,591905 0,01411 0,063391 0,526153 0,063391 0,526153  
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Regression analysis NR national elections 2012-2017    

         

Regression Statistics        

Multiple R 0,131886        

R Square 0,017394        
Adjusted R 
Square -0,01238        

Standard Error 10,10391        

Observations 35        

         

ANOVA         

  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F    

Regression 1 59,63659 59,63659 0,584163 0,450116    

Residual 33 3368,935 102,0889      

Total 34 3428,571          

         

  Coefficients 
Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95,0% 

Upper 
95,0% 

Intercept 5,434068 2,14707 2,530923 0,016325 1,065822 9,802315 1,065822 9,802315 

0 0,235187 0,307713 0,764306 0,450116 -0,39086 0,861233 -0,39086 0,861233 

 

 

Regression analysis LN national elections 2013-2018      

         

Regression Statistics        

Multiple R 0,475648511        

R Square 0,226241506        
Adjusted R 
Square 0,202794279        

Standard Error 4,427098616        

Observations 35        

         

ANOVA         

  df SS MS F Significance F    

Regression 1 189,112043 189,112 9,648966 0,00387853    

Residual 33 646,773671 19,5992      

Total 34 835,885714          

         

  Coefficients 
Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95,0% 

Upper 
95,0% 

Intercept 1,123551412 0,95026628 1,182354 0,245515 -0,80977987 3,056883 -0,80978 3,056883 

1 0,095752933 0,03082561 3,106279 0,003879 0,033037757 0,158468 0,033038 0,158468 
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ANNEX 3 

The main themes of the national elections (2011-2018), translated from the original 

language to English, with CMP annotations.  

 

The SD’s parliamentary elections (2014-2018) 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2014) 

 

A safer Sweden 

605.1: Prohibition of Attending Terrorism Training in Foreign States. The Swedish 

Democrats work for a Sweden where all people should be able to feel safe and secure in all 

places in the country at all times of day. 605.1 increased resources and powers for customs 

and police, and improved coordination between and within the responsible authorities.  

 

An immigration policy that promotes cohesion and welfare 

The SD work for a Sweden that is open to the outside world (107) while looking after the 

Swedish community and Sweden’s unique culture and identity (601). There has been a shift 

from the regular granting of permanent residence permits to temporary permits (601.2), and 

a severe restriction on the extent of asylum and family immigration to a level that Swedish 

society can handle (601.2), and which is no higher than that in the neighboring countries of 

Denmark and Finland (601.2). A substantial increase has been made in support of the UN 

Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and the millions of needy refugees in the world who lack the 

opportunities and resources to escape from conflict areas (107). 

 

Good, fair, and easily accessible healthcare 

The SD work for a Sweden where all citizens are offered the best possible health care within 

a reasonable amount of time, regardless of their place of residence or how much money they 

have (504). They also aim to build a country where the law-abiding population is not 

discriminated against in health care in relation to foreign nationals who remain illegally in 

the country (601.2). 

 

Sweden is worth defending! 

Sweden should have a maintained domestic defense industry where people can feel safe and 

proud with well-equipped, modern, and effective defense (104). A significant upgrading of 

defense occurred, with the long-term goal of the entire country being able to be defended in 
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the event of an attack (104). Nordic defense cooperation should be enhanced in all areas, 

with the goal of establishing a Nordic defense alliance (104), but Sweden will continue to 

refuse membership in NATO (109). 

 

A policy of equality for the real people 

The SD work for a Sweden where men and women have the same values and rights (503). 

In Sweden, no one is discriminated against because of their gender, ethnic background, age, 

sexual orientation, or disability (503). 

 

Close European cooperation without supra-nationalism  

Sweden values cooperation with other countries to solve cross-border problems, and which, 

together with other nations, reinforces shared Nordic and European cultural heritage (107). 

Sweden should have an independent monetary policy and its own currency, free from 

supranational government, where the Swedish Parliament is the highest decision-making 

body (110). A new referendum will be held on Swedish EU membership, with the aim that 

Sweden should leave the supranational EU as soon as possible and return to 

intergovernmental European cooperation (110). As long as Sweden remains a member of 

the EU, we should work to reduce the EU budget, as well as the Swedish EU fee (110). As 

long as Sweden remains a member of the EU, we should work to restore border protection 

in order to counter trafficking in human beings, terrorism, the smuggling of weapons, drugs 

and more (104). Sweden will continue to refuse membership in the Economic and Monetary 

Union (EMU) (110). 

 

A policy for a strong, democratic, and independent Swedish voice in the world 

Sweden should protect its good relations with the world’s nations (107), but should not be 

afraid to remain strong when Sweden’s interests are threatened (109) or when human rights, 

international law (201.2), the principle of sovereignty, or other important values are violated 

(109). Sweden should be aware of its place in the Nordic, European, Western, Christian and 

human communities. Sweden should have an effective and humanitarian aid policy (109). 

The party’s long-term goal is to lower Swedish aid to the UN, at a recommended 0.7% of 

GNP (109), and increase support for refugee assistance in the immediate area (107). Nordic 

cooperation should be enhanced in all social areas (107). 
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The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2018)  

 

Migration policy 

Sweden’s migration policy has for decades been handled in an irresponsible and ignorant 

way,with serious consequences for Swedish society. A very high asylum rate and the 

reception of relatives have divided society, cultivated exclusion, and eroded welfare (601.2). 

Today, tens of thousands of people live illegally within the country’s borders, Sweden is  

internationally known for civil unrest, and citizens are active in terrorist networks (601.2). 

Sweden needs to build a migration policy from the ground up, with fixed regulations and 

respect for borders, citizens, and the law (601.2). We also see a special need to vigorously 

respond to the so-called shadow society, within which a very large number of people live 

in Sweden without a residence permit (601.2). We must make a clear statement to the 

Swedish Migration Board to prioritize the issue of investments in terms of both financial 

support and, for example, adapted training and contact mediation for the individual (601.2). 

Maintenance requirements for family immigration should be tightened, and checks on 

families should be made to make it impossible to exploit the system and further overwhelm 

the welfare system (605.1). 

 

Societal cohesion 

Sweden is today a divided country (606.1), split between immigrants and Swedes (608.2), 

city and country (606.1), and older and younger people (606.1). For a long time, several 

Swedish governments have allowed the cement of society to crack (305.1). Cohesion means 

a joint collective responsibility for Swedish society (606.1). A Swedish citizen must 

understand his/her duties and obligations, as well as his/her rights (606.1). Thus, foreign 

citizens who wish to become Swedish should clearly show that they are ready and willing 

to take part in the collective responsibility for Sweden (606.1). 

 

Foreign policy 

The SD want Sweden to be a strong, independent voice for peace and to have good relations 

with the peoples of the world (106). Sweden must stand both against violations of 

fundamental freedoms and rights (201.2) and support the territories of sovereign states 

(109). Within the UN, we want to stop states that seriously violate human rights from taking 

the lead on committees and commissions (107). Secular, Christian, and minority groups 

have been persecuted (705). We must acknowledge the genocide of the Armenians that 

occurred during the rule of the Ottoman Empire (107), and the genocide committed by the 
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Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (107). We must facilitate and promote international trade 

(407). We must develop a long-term strategy to promote human rights and freedoms in 

Russia (201.2). 

 

Generosity towards the most vulnerable and efficient use of resources  

The SD are today Sweden’s most aid-friendly party (107). During our term in office, we 

have given the largest development assistance grant each year, which is why we have special 

credibility in the matter (107). The SD want to work for aid that creates conditions for 

people in poverty and oppression to improve their living conditions based on their basic 

needs in their immediate everyday lives (107). 

 

The Finns Party’s parliamentary elections (2011-2015) 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2011) 

 

The populist conception of democracy 

The Finns Party supports a populist conception of democracy based on popular popularity 

instead of an elitist conception of democracy (202). According to the populist notion of 

democracy, citizens want to be represented by people with whom they share the same views 

or opinions on issues, and who are able to unite the people under the pressure of various 

interest groups (202). The economic crisis in European welfare states is the result of 

irresponsible political leadership (305). The political elite has fed the material-centered 

needs of the citizens, thus bridging the gap across Europe (305). The Finns Party wants to 

defend the Finns’ national sovereignty, which means that Finland is its own nation, separate 

from other states, and has the eternal, unrestricted right to make decisions freely and 

independently regarding its affairs (601). 

 

For Finnish culture: Cultural policy  

The value or significance of Finnishness has not disappeared in the global world of the 21st 

century (601). Of course, today we are members of the EU, the UN, and many other 

international organizations, parties to numerous international agreements, and 

constantlyinfluenced by global fashion trends (601). However, this has not taken away or 

diminished the significance of our independence, distinctiveness, or Finnish identity (601). 
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National  identity  

The people’s national identity is influenced by certain features such as language, culture, 

art, legal perceptions, nature, myths, and beliefs (601). Each nation is unique, which 

precisely demonstrates the diversity and richness of the world (601). No matter how strong 

the trend of internationalization becomes, the importance of nationalities and national 

identity will never disappear (601). Multiculturalism is no substitute for national identity, 

nor should it be seen as people competing with each other (601). Multiculturalism is not the 

opposite of national identity, but the encounter of different national identities; that is, 

customs, languages, and cultures (601). The availability of Swedish-language programs 

could hence be reduced somewhat (608). 

 

The Nordic welfare state  

The Finns Party supports the traditional Nordic welfare state model in which social and 

health services are secured equally for all Finnish citizens (504). The health and well-being 

of citizens is not only an absolute value, but also a prerequisite for Finland’s success in 

economic competition (504). In our view, an individual can do his/her best when he/she has 

a degree of basic security, including good public social and health services (504). A wide 

range of values must be upheld in social policy, but a welfare society based on values that 

are too individualistic is not possible (606). 

 

EU policy  

The Finns Party is critical of the EU, as we emphasize in our policy how dysfunctional the 

EU is in practice (110). On the other hand, we are also an anti-EU party, because in our 

opinion, the EU’s inaction, from the angle of democracy, is already included in the ultimate 

idea of a supranational EU system (110). The EU is thus not a democratic system, even in 

theory (110), and the Finns Party thinks that democracy is the best way to organize social 

decision-making. The Finns Party supports intergovernmental cooperation between 

independent states (107). Our strong goal is to restore power from the EU back to states 

(110). As long as Finland is a member of the EU, Finland’s national sovereignty is limited 

in practice (601). 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2015) 

 

Public finances  

The next government must continue to close the public sector’s sustainability gap (414).  
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The necessary cuts must start with global improvement of spending, such as immigration 

and development aid (601.2). However, cuts alone are not enough; our economy and 

employment must also be on the path towards growth (414). 

 

Homeland security 

The crisis in Ukraine has shown that the security situation in today’s world can change very 

rapidly (104). Therefore, it is important that Finland has a credible defense system that can 

guarantee security in all circumstances (104). 

 

Taking care of Finns  

One million Finns live at or below the poverty line (701). Having a low income affects one’s 

entire life and choices (504). Arbitrary cuts must stop, and the mistakes of the 1990s 

recession should not be repeated. We now need to take care of Finns. We do not have to be 

a health center or social agency for the whole world (505). 

 

Competitiveness and entrepreneurship: A priority 

Prosperity comes from a vibrant private sector (401). The governments of the past have 

been destroying our nation’s competitiveness through misguided policies of the 21st century 

(305.1). 

 

Economic policy program  

The next government must continue to close the public sector sustainability gap (414). This 

will require reducing government indebtedness during the next parliamentary term (414). 

In order to cut public spending so that a citizen’s misery is no longer exacerbated, public 

sector tasks must be prioritized (414). However, cuts alone cannot overcome the lack of 

sustainability (414). 

 

Social policy program  

The Finnish welfare society is a concept that we as Finns have been able to be proud of 

(504). However, the core underlying concept has been broken, and well-being—whether 

social, economic or health—is being targeted at an increasingly limited population (503). 

Sustainable social and health policies will safeguard people’s well-being, even in difficult 

economic times (504). 
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Immigration policy program  

Finland must break away from the 25-year-old idea that immigration (601.2) and 

multiculturalism are necessary or desirable (608.1). Migration is as old as humankind, but 

has always been managed to maximize its benefits and minimize its disadvantages  (601.2). 

A generous welfare state and open borders are not compatible (601.2). High tax rates do not 

attract top professionals; instead, tax-funded public services and remittances attract 

immigrants who seek a better standard of living (601.2). 

 

Language policy program (2015)  

Finnish language skills must be strengthened and a law must be enacted to protect and 

develop the Finnish language (601.1). The citizen’s identity must be respected (601.1). 

Finns do not accept that their identity is determined by outside parties (601.1). A Finnish-

speaking Finn can be part of society and a constructor of it without the Swedish language 

or Swedish culture (608.1). 

 

Towards a more rational language policy  

A law must be passed to protect and develop the position of the Finnish language (601.1). 

Satisfactory knowledge of the Finnish language is a prerequisite for a permanent residence 

permit (608.1). Swedish is an optional subject at all grade levels (507). Arrangements must 

be made for interpreting services to compensate for a lack of knowledge of the Swedish 

language (303). The majority of the Finnish-speaking population lives in areas with no 

Swedish-speaking population (608.1). Swedish speakers learn Finnish because Finnish is 

such a strong majority language (608.1). 

  

Security policy program 

For decades, the core of Finland’s national defense has been conscription, which, through 

military service and subsequent reserves, has united young people from diverse social 

backgrounds, maintaining a common goal: defending the motherland in all situations (104). 

During military service, one learns to take responsibility, work in a group, and work for the 

common good (104). In addition, service is an important element in preventing the exclusion 

of young men, increasing the self-esteem of those who carry it out and taking all of people 

into account in terms of rights and obligations (104). 
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The League’s parliamentary elections (2013-2018) 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2013) 

 

The centrality of SME companies 

Adequate and modern institutions favor developing the country. There is a direct and 

popular election of the president of the Republic (204). Government powers must be 

strengthened (204). Bicameralism and the federal senate must be reformed, and the number 

of parliamentarians and other elective representations must be halved (204). Current 

legislation must be reorganized and simplified (303). Provinces must be abolished through 

a constitutional amendment (204). 

  

Halving the cost of politics 

Public financing of parties should be abolished (there should be no public funds for parties) 

(304), thus halving the cost of politics (304). 

   

More Europe for the people and less Euro-bureaucracy   

The European policy of austerity must be overcome (410). The four unions—political, 

economic, banking, and fiscal—should be accelerated (108). The ECB must be attributed 

to the role of the lender of last resort, based on the model of the American Federal Reserve 

(108). Investment expenses should be excluded based on the limits of the European Stability 

Pact (410). The president of the European Commission should be chosen through direct 

popular elections (108), and the legislative power of the EP should be extended (108). A 

European rating agency should be established (108). There should be centrality regarding 

Italy in European politics, in the Atlantic Alliance, in the Euro-Mediterranean dialogue, and 

in the relationship with the East (107). Italy, in Europe and in the world, should defend 

freedom, democracy, human rights, and religious freedoms (201). 

  

For a federal and united Italy: Northern, central, and southern protagonists   

Priorities must be reordered: tourism (408); infrastructure (411); the environment 

(501);  universities and education (506);  and innovation, research and competitiveness 

(411). All Community funds should be made available through the Action and Cohesion 

Plan, avoiding waste and the non-commitment of resources, applying the same sanction 

mechanisms for defaulting administrations, which are already provided for in the context of 

fiscal federalism (303). 
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Family 

The individual and the family are at the center of our program (603). The reference points 

for our legislative action will be the defense and support of the family; a natural community 

founded on marriage between a man and a woman; the promotion of the dignity of the 

individual and the protection of life; economic, educational and religious freedom; private 

property; the dignity of work; and solidarity and subsidiarity (603). 

 

Tax reform and the banking system  

Lower taxes are essential to develop the country (402). Property tax on one’s first home will 

be eliminated (704). New access to credit will be given to families, young people, and 

businesses (403). Loans from the European Central Bank to Italian banks must be primarily 

intended for credit for families, young people, and businesses (403). 

 

Business politics 

Recognition will be given to companies when they hire young people on a permanent basis, 

in terms of deductions of the contributions relating to hired workers for the first 5 years 

(402). SMEs will be central to the Italian development model (401). The current system of 

subsidies given to businesses with a simultaneous and equivalent reduction in taxes on labor 

and production will be replaced (402).   

 

Social welfare 

The welfare model is based on the Italian subsidiary tradition and is focused on the values 

of the individual, the family, work, and the relationship with the territory (504). Dowry 

vouchers or tax credits are available for free choices in welfare services (504). 

  

Safety 

The work of the Berlusconi government should be continued to fight against organized 

crime, and full and total implementation of the Agency should occur for confiscated 

assets  (605). Legality must be upheld to fight against illegal immigration and predatory 

crime  (605). The police force must be strengthened, ensuring maximum economic and 

logistical support, and implementing specificity for security operators (605). 
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The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2018) 

 

Immigration 

Countries of origin should be pushed to sign bilateral agreements for repatriation in the face 

of economic agreements (601.2). We should consider filing a complaint against the 

government for repeated omissions in applying the law governing immigration (601.2). 

The loss of the right to apply for international protection and revocation should be provided 

for, if already granted, in the case of crimes such as those relating to terrorism, drug dealing, 

robbery, violence, damage, the occupation of buildings and land (601.2), as well as the 

revocation of benefits, even in the event of non-compliance with the rules of the reception 

center (601.2). A list of countries deemed safe should be prepared as a limit to the 

acceptance of applications for international protection (601.2). Italian law cannot be 

disregarded by abusing the concept of religious freedom or democracy (608.1). 

 

Europe and international relations 

We want to remain within the EU only on the condition that we re-discuss all the treaties 

that place constraints on the exercise of our full and legitimate sovereignty (110), returning 

in fact to the European Economic Community prior to the Maastricht Treaty (110). The euro 

is the main cause of our economic decline, a currency designed specifically for Germany 

and multinationals, and contrary to the needs of Italy and small businesses (110). We have 

always looked for partners in Europe to start a shared path of agreed exit (110). 

 

Public order and national security  

Incentivize the activity of municipalities regarding the rehabilitation of cities, including 

with an inter-municipal or regional coordination center for the decorum and safety of 

historic and artistic centers (301). Increase equipment and means for law enforcement and 

a greater presence in the area (605.1). In recent years, nomad camps have expanded (608.1), 

crimes committed by their inhabitants have increased exponentially (605.1), and poor 

sanitary conditions to which they are subjected have arisen (608.1). In the last decade, just 

under 100 terrorist attacks have been carried out in Italy (605.1). 

 

Autonomy and federalism  

It is time to rethink regionalism, which until now has been implemented based on a logic of 

uniformity that does not allow for the growth of territorial realities that aspire to have 

greater autonomy from the central state (301). It seems essential to draw inspiration from 
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more advanced and developed democracies that have a federal or strongly regionalized 

structure (the US, Germany, Switzerland, and Austria) (301). 

 

Governance  

The national and local levels often do not dialogue with each other, and the framework of 

various interventions for people with disabilities (in particular for the most serious 

disabilities) is fragmented, with the risk of requiring the public administration to intervene 

regarding the need for protection and inclusion (301). There is a need for coordinated and 

shared governance of interventions to overcome their excessive fragmentation and achieve 

greater equity in activation, as well as in the distribution of resources (301). 

 

The National Rally’s parliamentary elections (2012-2017) 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2012) 

Monetary policies  

For 10 years, the euro, the single currency, has not kept any of its promises (110). Its results 

are clear: explosion in prices, unemployment, relocations, and debt (110). France must 

prepare, with its European partners, for the evolution of the euro, which would become a 

common currency, coexisting with the franc, which is to be restored (110). France has 

already taken 60 billion euros in debt to bail out Greece, Ireland, and Portugal (110). 

 

Employment policies 

Patriotism-intelligent border protection will be implemented to fight against unfair 

competition from countries with very low labor costs and resulting relocations (406). 

Priority will be given within the framework of the regional and rural development policy 

to the maintenance and development of small businesses in rural areas (410). 

 

Financial policies: Debt management 

The banking monopoly will be abolished by de-privatizing public funds (414). The Banque 

de France will thus be able to lend to the Public Treasury without interest (414). In 40 years, 

France has paid 1,400 billion euros in interest to the financial markets, while we have 1,700 

billion euros in debt (414). 

 

Taxation 
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Taxation should be progressive and  fair. A single progressive tax on heritage will be 

created, a fruit of the merger between the property tax and the wealth tax (ISF), on renovated 

bases ensuring fiscal justice (403). Three corporate tax rates will be created: 15%, 25% and 

34% (403). The lower rates will favor individual entrepreneurs and SMEs (402). 

 

Immigration 

Legal immigration will be reduced from 200,000 entries per year to 10,000 entries per 

year by focusing on talents that will allow our country to shine and innovate (601). National 

priority will be applied to all French people, whatever their origin (601).Companies will be 

encouraged to hire as a priority, with equal skills, people with French nationality (601). 

Administrations will also respect this principle, and the list of so-called “sovereign” jobs 

will be expanded, particularly in sovereign sectors where the professions will be reserved 

for people with French nationality (601). Foreigners who work and who contribute will 

benefit from the normal fruit of their contributions (701). Anyone who enters or remains in 

France illegally will be expelled (605). 

 

Secularism  

Positive discrimination in the hiring or hosting of trainees, students or apprentices will be 

prohibited in the public service, private companies, and in schools and educational 

institutions, financed at least in part by public money (601). In the Constitution, the 

following principle will be enshrined: “The Republic recognizes no community” (601). 

 

Military: Defense 

The popular initiative referendum will be enshrined in the Constitution and the conditions 

for its organization will be alleviated in order to allow for a real exercise of direct democracy 

(202).The mandate of the President of the Republic, for a period of 7 years, will not be 

renewable (202). Electoralism has become a real plague for our country (202). 

 

European politics 

The foundations must now be laid for a Europe that respects popular sovereignty, national 

identity, language, and culture, and which is truly at the service of the people through 

concrete actions (110). France will have to regain control of its borders, preferably within a 

free association of European states sharing the same vision and the same interests on topics 

such as immigration or the rules to govern the foreign trade and movement of capital 

(110).  France will have to regain control of its currency and monetary policy (110). We 
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propose the establishment of a pan-EU (sovereign states), including Russia and Switzerland 

and respecting the status of neutrality, national law, and national taxation (107). Turkey will 

not be associated with this project (109). 

 

The main themes of the parliamentary elections (2017) 

Relations with the EU  

Negotiations will be initiated with our European partners, followed by a referendum on our 

membership in the EU (110). The objective is to achieve a European project that respects 

the independence of Francemand national sovereignties, and which serves the interests of 

the people (110). 

 

Economic protectionism 

A re-industrialization plan will be set up as part of cooperation involving industry and te 

state-strategist to favor the real economy over speculative finance (404). French companies 

will be supported in the face of unfair international competition by implementing intelligent 

protectionism (406) and the re-establishment of a national currency adapted to our economy, 

a lever of our competitiveness (409). An order will be established for our public finances 

by putting an end to bad public spending (especially spending related to immigration and 

the EU) (414). 

 

National identity  

The national identity, values, and traditions of French civilization must be defended (601.1). 

The Constitution should include the defense and promotion of our historical and cultural 

heritage (601.1). Make French citizenship a privilege for all French people by including 

national priority in the Constitution (601.1). The transmission of knowledge must be 

ensured by reinforcing fundamental learning (French, history, arithmetic) (506). In 

elementary school, half of the teaching time must be set aside for both written and spoken 

French (601.1). 

 

International politics  

France must be committed to the service of a multipolar world based on equality in the law 

of nations, their permanent consultation, and respect for their independence (107). 

International policy should be founded on the principle of realism and return to France its 

role as a power of stability and balance (109). The links between peoples who share French 

heritage and language should be reinforced (601.1). 
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